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Abstract 14 
Satellite data provide a large range of information on glacier dynamics and changes. The related 15 
results are often reported, provided and used as is, without consideration of measurement accuracy 16 
(difference to a true value) and precision (variability of independent assessments). Whereas the former 17 
might be difficult to determine due to the limited availability of appropriate reference data and the 18 
complimentary nature of satellite measurements, the latter can be obtained from a large range of 19 
measures with a variable effort for determination. This study provides a systematic overview on the 20 
factors influencing accuracy and precision of glacier area, elevation change (from altimetry and DEM 21 
differencing) and velocity products from satellite data, along with recommended measures for 22 
describing them. A tiered list of recommendations is provided (sorted for effort) as a guide for 23 
analysts to apply what is possible given the datasets used and available to them. Simple measures 24 
(Level0 and 1) to describe product quality can often be automatically applied and should thus always 25 
be reported. Medium efforts (Level 2) require additional work but provide a more realistic assessment 26 
of product precision. Detailed accuracy assessment (Level 3) requires independent and coincidently 27 
acquired reference data with high accuracy, which are currently rarely available and are also facing 28 
challenges in transforming them to an unbiased source of information. This overview is based on the 29 
experiences and lessons learned in the ESA project Glaciers_cci rather than a review of all methods 30 
existing. 31 
 32 
1. Introduction 33 
 34 
The large range of freely available satellite data (e.g. Pope et al., 2014) allows for a wide range of 35 
glacier-related products to be derived (Malenovsky et al., 2012) using, in many circumstances, well-36 
established algorithms (Paul et al., 2015). These products (e.g., glacier outlines, flow velocities, 37 
volume changes, snow facies, surface topography) provide baseline information about glacier 38 
distribution (inventories) and changes in length, area and volume/mass, thus informing about the state 39 
of the cryosphere, regional trends of water resources, glacier dynamics and impacts of climate change 40 
(e.g. Vaughan et al., 2013). 41 
 42 
In general, the satellite-derived products are complimentary to measurements on the ground that 43 
provide information on glacier fluctuations (length and mass) only for a small sample (about 1000) of 44 
the estimated 200 000 glaciers (Pfeffer et al., 2014), albeit for a much longer period (centuries) and a 45 
higher temporal resolution (Zemp et al., 2015). The main asset of satellite data is to obtain a 46 
regionally more complete picture of glacier changes and the spatio-temporal extension of the 47 
information available from the ground network. Table 1 provides an overview on the products derived 48 
from satellite data in the ESA project Glaciers_cci along with some characteristics of their 49 
determination. Their digital combination and joint assessment, for example to determine the global 50 
contribution of glaciers to sea level rise, still requires a substantial computational effort and several 51 
assumptions for unmeasured regions (Gardner et al., 2013). We do not discuss here the uncertainties 52 
related to such follow-up applications, e.g. when the temporal match of glacier outlines and elevation 53 
change data is missing. Besides such challenges, the measurements itself have uncertainties that need 54 
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to be available for error propagation in the related assessments. Unfortunately, uncertainties are not 55 
always reported along with a dataset and its reliability is thus difficult to assess. Moreover, product 56 
uncertainties might be locally variable and a wide range of different (and sometimes incomparable) 57 
measures has been used in the literature. In part this is also due to the complimentary nature of field-58 
based measurements, which is limiting their use as reference data for validation, as location, sampling 59 
interval and cell-size might not match. 60 
 61 
Table 1: Satellite-derived glacier products (EC-ALT/DEM: elevation change from altimetry / DEM 62 
differencing), typical freely available sensors or datasets, auxiliary datasets (GO: glacier outlines, 63 
DEM: digital elevation model) and their purpose, processing methods and output format. 64 
Produ

ct 
Input Sensors or 

Datasets 
Auxiliary 
Datasets 

Purpose of 
Auxiliary data 

Processing Output 

Outlines Optical image Landsat, 
Sentinel 2, 
ASTER, SPOT 

DEM, high-
res. optical 

Divides, 
topogra-phic 
parameters 

Ratio image 
with threshold 

Vector 
(polygon) 

EC-ALT Laser 
altimeter  

ICESat GO, DEM Mask, slope Filtering and 
differences  

Vector 
(point) 

 Radar 
altimeter 

Cryosat 2 GO Mask Vector 
(point) 

EC-
DEM 

Optical DEM GDEM, SPIRIT GO Mask Co-
registration & 
subtraction 

Raster 
 Radar DEM SRTM C/X, 

TanDEM-X 
GO Mask Raster 

Velocity Optical image Landsat, 
Sentinel 2, 
ASTER 

GO Mask Offset-
tracking 

Vector 
(point) 

 Radar image Palsar, Sentinel 
1, TerraSAR-X 

GO, DEM Mask, 
geocoding, flow 
conversion 

Offset-
tracking 
(InSAR) 

Vector 
(point) 

 65 
In the following we use the term accuracy (error) as a measure of the difference between a true value 66 
(obtained from independent reference data) and the measured value (or its mean in case several 67 
measurements are available). In the absence of reference data, the accuracy of a measurement cannot 68 
be determined and mean differences between two equally accurate datasets is named bias. The term 69 
precision (uncertainty), on the other hand, is representing the variability of measurements around the 70 
mean value. Assuming the individual measurements are independent, this variability has a normal 71 
distribution characterized by its mean value (to be used for accuracy or bias assessment) and the 72 
standard deviation (STD) corresponding to the precision (e.g. Menditto et al., 2007). We focus here 73 
on the primary products and do not discuss follow-up applications that require error propagation. A 74 
more specific discussion of accuracy and precision can be found in Merchant et al. (in press). 75 
 76 
A key issue when deriving changes or trends from a series of measurements is knowledge about its 77 
significance, i.e. whether the change is larger than the precision of the derived product (assuming a 78 
potentially detected error is corrected). For glacier outlines, the determination of accuracy is 79 
challenged by suitable reference data, as these have to be obtained (weather not interfering) at about 80 
the same time (within a week) with a sensor of higher accuracy. It is widely assumed that the latter is 81 
fulfilled when its spatial resolution is higher, but this is not generally correct, for example due to 82 
sometimes missing image contrast in high-resolution pan-chromatic images (Paul et al., 2013). On the 83 
other hand, precision can be determined by a range of methods and accordingly several different 84 
measures for uncertainty assessment of glacier products are proposed in the literature and are more or 85 
less frequently applied in the respective studies. In contrast to glacier outlines, the elevation change 86 
and velocity products are already based on at least two independent input datasets or multiple 87 
measurements taken at different times. This allows their direct comparison and a first estimate of 88 
uncertainties in regions that should not have changed (so-called stable terrain). In general, neither of 89 
the two datasets is ‘perfect’ (i.e. can serve as a reference for the other) and the derived differences are 90 
thus a relative rather than an absolute measure (i.e. providing bias instead of accuracy). Table 2 gives 91 
an overview on the initial problems, typical post-processing issues and possibilities of correcting them 92 
for the products listed in Table 1. 93 
 94 
Table 2: Overview of initial problems, resulting issues for post-processing, methods of editing and 95 
some internal accuracy measures for the four products.  96 
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Produc
t 

Initial problems Post-processing issues Editing Internal accuracy 

Outlines Clouds, seasonal snow, 
debris, water, shadow 

Corrections by the analyst 
 

Manual (on-screen) 
digitizing 

Buffer method, 
multiple digitization 

EC-ALT Clouds (optical), 
footprint size, sampling 

Terrain slope and roughness, 
radar penetration 

Statistical filtering, 
bias corrections 

Model fit accuracy 

EC-DEM Co-registration, data 
voids 

Outliers, radar penetration, 
effects of DEM resolution  

Outlier filtering, void 
filling, interpolation 

Difference over stable 
ground 

Velocity Lack of contrast, wet 
snow / ice, ionospehric 
effects, radar shadow 

DEM errors, data voids, 
outliers 

Outlier filtering, 
multi-temporal data 
merging 

Correlation coefficient, 
stable ground velocity 

 97 
Besides these direct impacts on product accuracy and precision, there are also indirect influences. 98 
They are related to auxiliary datasets used for processing (e.g. the quality of the DEM used for 99 
orthorectification) and sensor specific ones (e.g. differences in spatial resolution) that impact 100 
differently on the generated products. For glacier outlines, effects of spatial resolution have been 101 
investigated by Paul et al. (2003 and 2016) and for elevation changes by Gardelle et al. (2012) and 102 
Paul (2008). Product specific differences can be found for the (frequency-dependent) radar penetration 103 
into snow and ice: whereas they must be carefully considered when deriving elevation changes from 104 
at least one SAR component (e.g., Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Gardelle et al., 2013), they are neglected 105 
when computing flow velocities from SAR sensors as these are assumed to be very similar at the 106 
surface and the penetration depth. 107 
 108 
Whereas most of the methods provide quantitative information that can be included in the product 109 
meta-data, there is a wide range of (external) factors influencing product accuracy that can only be 110 
determined in a qualitative sense. These can be related to differences in the interpretation of a glacier 111 
as an entity, such as the consideration of steep accumulation areas, attached snow fields, dead ice and 112 
rock glaciers, or location of drainage divides derived from different DEMs (Bhambri and Bolch, 2009; 113 
Le Bris et al., 2011; Pfeffer et al., 2014; Nagai et al., 2016). Further issues are dealing with clouds in 114 
glacier mapping from optical sensors, consideration of ionospheric effects for velocity from SAR 115 
sensors (Nagler et al., 2015), and handling of data voids or artefacts in DEMs used to calculate 116 
elevation changes (Kääb, 2008; Le Bris and Paul, 2015; Wang and Kääb, 2015). At best, it should at 117 
least be described in a related publication how the above issues have been considered. 118 
 119 
In this study we provide a systematic overview on the determination of product accuracy and 120 
precision for each of the four products (A) glacier area (outlines), elevation changes from (B) 121 
altimetry and (C) DEM differencing, and (D) velocity from space borne optical sensors and Synthetic 122 
Aperture Radar (SAR) using offset tracking (see Tables 1 and 2). We describe the error sources to be 123 
considered along the processing lines, present methods of error (accuracy) and uncertainty (precision) 124 
determination for all products, and present a tiered list of recommendations that considers workload 125 
and data availability. Where possible, we illustrate with selected examples how the different 126 
uncertainty measures vary for the same dataset. 127 
 128 
 129 
2. Datasets and processing lines 130 
 131 
2.1 Glacier outlines (inventory) 132 

Glacier outlines are mostly derived from (a) automated classification of optical satellite images (10-30 133 
m spatial resolution) using pixel or object-based classification and followed by or (b) manual editing 134 
to correct misclassification such as removal of water and ice clouds off glaciers, adding debris-135 
covered parts and gaps due to clouds (e.g. Racoviteanu et al., 2009). Due to the very low reflectance 136 
of ice and snow in the shortwave-infrared (SWIR) compared to the visible (VIS) or near infrared 137 
(NIR), a threshold applied to a simple band ratio (e.g. red/SWIR) already provides a very accurate 138 
(pixel sharp) map of ‘clean’ ice (e.g. Hall et al., 1988; Paul et al., 2002). The key problem here is that 139 
most glaciers are not ‘clean’ but covered to a variable degree by debris and that - depending on its 140 
optical thickness and percentage of coverage per image pixel - the ice underneath can either be 141 
mapped or not (the selected threshold value has limited impact on that). To some extent this also 142 
applies to clouds that can be sufficiently thin (cirrus, fog) to map the glaciers underneath. Ice and 143 
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snow in shadow is normally precisely mapped (e.g. Paul et al. 2016), but due to atmospheric 144 
conditions or low solar elevation (creating deep shadows), the method can also fail. There are 145 
workarounds such as using the green or blue band instead of the red or NIR for the ratio, but these 146 
have other shortcomings (e.g. also mapping all water as glaciers). The scene-specific selection of the 147 
correct threshold value is in general an optimization process where lower values include more and 148 
more of the ice in shadow and partly debris-covered ice, but at the same time more and more noise is 149 
created by mapping also bare rock in shadow, leading to a relatively clear threshold value (Paul et al., 150 
2015). For noise reduction, a smoothing filter (3 by 3 median) is often applied to the classified glacier 151 
map, resulting in alterations of the originally mapped extent, in particular for small, elongated glaciers 152 
(e.g. Rastner et al., 2012). 153 
 154 
2.2 Elevation change (altimetry) 155 

Rates of surface elevation change over glaciers and ice caps that are sufficiently large and flat can be 156 
computed using repeat measurements of surface elevation from satellite altimeters such as on 157 
CryoSat-2 (e.g., Gray et al., 2015; Trantow and Herzfeld, 2016), EnviSat (e.g., Rinne et al., 2011a and 158 
b) and ICESat (e.g., Moholdt et al., 2010; Bolch et al., 2013) or in combination with a DEM (e.g., 159 
Kääb et al., 2012; Neckel et al., 2013). The three altimeters differ by the size of their footprint, beam 160 
wavelength/frequency (laser and radar) and measurement principle. These properties impact 161 
differently on the uncertainties of the derived product (e.g., radar penetration into snow and ice vs. 162 
impact of clouds and atmospheric scattering on laser). Moreover, due to the non-exact repeats of the 163 
satellite tracks, several methods have been developed to separate the effects of elevation change in 164 
space and in time (e.g., cross-over, across-track, plane-fitting, DEM reference for ICESat) (e.g. 165 
Moholdt et al., 2010), all with different impacts on product uncertainty. Due to the small footprint of 166 
the altimeter on ICESat (about 70 m), it has also been applied to detect elevation changes over 167 
comparably small mountain glaciers (e.g., Bolch et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2013; Treichler and 168 
Kääb, 2016). 169 
 170 
All altimeters measure surface elevation by converting the time delay between the pulse transmission 171 
and the surface echo return to a distance and then subtracting it from the well-known elevation of the 172 
sensor above a reference ellipsoid. The now decommissioned ICESat had 18 observation campaigns 173 
of about 35 days duration between 2003 and 2009 (Wang et al., 2011). Cryosat-2 has been providing 174 
data since 2010 and, at the time of writing, was still in operation. ICESat’s reported single-shot 175 
accuracy of 0.15 m over gently sloping terrain (Shuman et al., 2006) was confirmed in subsequent 176 
studies (e.g. Treichler and Kääb, 2016). Whereas clouds limit data availability from ICESat, the 177 
measurement principle has no issues with surface penetration or missing optical contrast over 178 
homogenous (snow) surfaces. In consequence, ICESat data are frequently used for validation 179 
(accuracy assessment) of DEMs in different regions of the world or as a reference to register DEMs 180 
(e.g. Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Gonzales et al., 2010; Gruber et al. 2012; Pieczonka and Bolch, 2015; 181 
Treichler and Kääb, 2016 and references therein). Most uncertainties (for instance apart from 182 
geolocation, clouds, terrain roughness) are introduced by the methods used for the further processing 183 
of the raw data (filtering, spatial aggregation, plane fitting) rather than by the measurement itself.  184 
 185 
The still working CryoSat-2 altimeter operates in Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometric (SARIn) 186 
mode and has also been applied over regions of complex topography, such as mountain glaciers and 187 
ice caps. This novel mode allows precise location of the returned echo in the across-track plane and 188 
addresses some of the limitations associated with conventional pulse-limited radar altimeters. To 189 
compute linear rates of elevation change within the Glaciers_cci project, CryoSat-2 records are 190 
grouped into grid cells, and then the various contributions to elevation fluctuations within each grid 191 
cell are solved for using the following model:  192 
 193 

 194 
 195 
Elevation (z) is modelled as a quadratic function of surface terrain (x, y), a time-invariant function of 196 
the satellite heading (h, assigned a value of 0 or 1 depending upon whether it was acquired on an 197 
ascending or descending pass), and a linear function of time (t). Further details relating to the model 198 
are given in McMillan et al. (2014; 2016). Following analysis from previous radar altimeter missions 199 
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(Wingham et al., 1998; Davis et al., 2005), a backscatter correction is applied based upon the local 200 
covariance between elevation and backscatter (McMillan et al., 2014). The correction is computed for 201 
each grid cell (Davis et al., 2005; Flament and Rémy, 2012). Grid cells where the elevation rate 202 
solution is poorly constrained are then removed, based upon statistical thresholds from the model fit. 203 
These include thresholds of the Root-Mean-Square of the residuals, the elevation trend magnitude, the 204 
slope magnitude (as derived from the model fit), and the number of measurements that ultimately 205 
constrained the solution. The processing line is thus aiming at removing most of the outliers to reduce 206 
uncertainties, but the specific settings for the filters vary and thus impact on the result. 207 
 208 
2.3 Elevation change (dDEM) 209 

Determination of glacier elevation changes derived from differencing of digital elevation models 210 
(dDEM) require (at least) two DEMs acquired at different times (Peipe et al., 1978; Reinhardt and 211 
Rentsch, 1986). The DEMs are typically generated from (a) satellite optical stereo images (i.e., 212 
ASTER, SPOT, Pléiades, WorldView), (b) Satellite Radar Interferometry (i.e., SRTM, TanDEM-X, 213 
ERS-1/2), and (c) aerial photogrammetry or laser scanning. Voids (data gaps) in optical imagery tend 214 
to occur in the accumulation area of glaciers due to a largely featureless surface or in regions of 215 
shadow. These voids have the potential to bias elevation change estimations, and several approaches 216 
for void handling are described in the literature (e.g., Kääb, 2008; Melkonian et al., 2013; Le Bris and 217 
Paul, 2015). They include, among others, interpolation of raw elevation values before differencing, 218 
interpolation of elevation changes to fill voids, and fitting of some function dh(z) to fill in gaps. 219 
Further challenges may arise with sensor arrays such as ASTER, due to platform shaking during 220 
acquisition (“jitter”; e.g., Ayoub et al., 2008), or due to shortening of steep terrain with back-looking 221 
sensors. For DEMs from InSAR, penetration of microwaves into snow/ice is highly variable, 222 
depending on the frequency of the microwaves and the snow conditions at acquisition (e.g. Dehecq et 223 
al., 2016). Biases introduced due to signal penetration can potentially be modelled and corrected, for 224 
example through comparison to elevation measurements acquired from the same time period using 225 
different frequencies or methods.  226 
 227 
Before differencing, DEMs have to be checked for differences in their geoid and re-projected to the 228 
same one if the geoids differ. Afterwards they can be co-registered in x, y, and z to reduce biases 229 
caused by mis-alignment, a process that requires a glacier mask to ensure that only stable, off-glacier 230 
terrain is considered in the co-registration routine (Nuth and Kääb, 2011). Once the DEMs are co-231 
registered, they can be differenced, and outliers can be detected and removed. The accuracy of the 232 
DEM differences can be estimated through calculating mean values of changes in pixels over stable 233 
(non-glacier) terrain. Importantly, all regional and global DEMs such as ASTER GDEM, SRTM, 234 
TanDEM-X IDEM, ArcticDEM, national DEMs, etc., are composed of individual raw DEMs and 235 
individual spatio-temporal biases are thus combined in such mosaics in a complex way that typically 236 
cannot be decomposed anymore (e.g., Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Treichler and Kääb, 2016). 237 
 238 
2.4 Velocity 239 

Glacier surface velocities can be derived from both high-resolution optical (e.g., Scherler et al., 2008; 240 
Heid and Kääb, 2012; Dehecq et al., 2015) and SAR repeat satellite data (e.g., Strozzi et al., 2002; 241 
Quincey et al., 2009; Nagler et al., 2015; Schellenberger et al., 2016). Optical sensors are sensitive to 242 
surface features only, whereas microwave signals penetrate into dry snow and firn from depths of a 243 
few centimetres up to several tens of metres, depending on the signal frequency and properties of the 244 
snow and ice. However, radar penetration is in general neglected, as surface flow velocities do not 245 
change much with depth. Typically, block and offset matching techniques are employed to estimate 246 
surface motion from satellite images, with the kernel size adjusted to the resolution of the satellite 247 
data, the time period and the expected displacements (e.g. Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2012). These 248 
techniques demand co-registered images with sub-pixel accuracy. For optical images, with an almost 249 
nadir view, accurate orthorectification is needed before matching. SAR images, with their peculiar 250 
side-looking geometry, are preferable matched in the SAR imaging geometry, e.g. slant range and 251 
along track coordinate system, to avoid distortions caused by geocoding in areas of layover and 252 
shortening both of which are amplified by low quality DEMs. 253 
 254 
SAR images are preferable matched in the SAR imaging geometry, e.g. slant range and along track 255 
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coordinate system. Offset matching techniques provide image displacements in ground-projected 256 
geometry for optical imagery, and slant-range geometry for SAR imagery. After displacement 257 
estimation in SAR geometry, SAR data are geocoded into a map projection using a DEM and 258 
displacements are converted from slant-range-along track coordinates into horizontal or slope parallel 259 
velocity components. Post-processing includes optional filtering based on correlation strength, 260 
magnitude and angle of displacement, or neighbourhood similarity. Glacier outlines are used to obtain 261 
ice-free (and hopefully stable) terrain for accuracy assessment. 262 
 263 
 264 
3. Glacier outlines 265 
In contrast to the widely accepted data voids in elevation change and velocity products, incomplete 266 
glacier outlines are not accepted. This creates special challenges for their correction and often requires 267 
implementing workarounds for the existing challenges. Accordingly, the list of issues described in the 268 
following is much longer than for the other products.  269 
3.1 Factors influencing accuracy and precision 270 

3.1.1 External factors and interpretation 271 
External factors with a strong influence on product accuracy are clouds and seasonal snow. Depending 272 
on the region, it might be possible to overcome the cloud problem by combining scenes from a 273 
different date where clouds might have different locations. For otherwise good mapping conditions 274 
the union of all glacier masks might provide a complete picture. For clouds hiding the accumulation 275 
area time is not critical as changes are generally small in this region. However, cloud shadows can 276 
also hide the lower glacier parts. With a globally complete glacier inventory now at hand, glacier 277 
coverage under clouds or in cloud shadow might also be added from the Randolph Glacier Inventory 278 
(RGI; Pfeffer et al., 2014). Finally, updating only the lowest (changing) part of a glacier and leaving 279 
the upper regions (that might have been precisely mapped in a different year) as is can also be an 280 
option. 281 
 282 
Seasonal snow hiding the glacier perimeter (or parts of it) is a more critical factor that can likely only 283 
be resolved by using the best scenes for glacier mapping. Methods for exploiting time-stacks of 284 
satellite images to synthesize optimal mapping scenes have also been proposed, though (Winsvold et 285 
al., 2016). Whereas some of the snow might be identified from its irregular shape and removed from 286 
the glacier map during manual editing, this might sometimes not work out. Moreover, it is often 287 
nearly impossible to differentiate between seasonal and perennial snow (the latter might contain ice 288 
but does not flow as a glacier). Whereas perennial ice fields might be included in a glacier inventory 289 
(if larger than 0.02 km2), seasonal snowfields should be excluded. In particular in maritime regions, 290 
the tropics, and very high mountain ranges scenes with good snow conditions are rare and one might 291 
have to wait several years before an appropriate scene is available (Paul et al., 2011). If possible, such 292 
regions should be excluded from further work to avoid wrong interpretation in subsequent studies 293 
(e.g. Bolch et al. 2010).  294 
 295 
Accuracy of glacier outlines is also challenged by the interpretation rules applied by the analyst. 296 
Although a long list of rules has been defined for the purpose of the Global Land Ice Measurements 297 
from Space (GLIMS) initiative (Raup and Khalsa 2007), there might be difficulties in applying some 298 
of them or - for a specific reason - glaciers are defined differently. Prominent examples are the 299 
difficulties in distinguishing debris-covered glaciers from rock glaciers in cold, dry mountain 300 
environments (Frey et al., 2012; Janke et al., 2015), defining the glacier terminus when surrounded by 301 
a melange of icebergs (e.g. Rastner et al., 2012), or the neglection of ice at steep slopes when manual 302 
delineation is applied (Nuimura et al., 2015). In all three cases area differences might be huge 303 
compared to datasets derived by other analysts. Moreover, different interpretations can exist without 304 
being wrong. Hence, it is recommended to not perform change assessment with datasets created by 305 
different analysts, as changes might result from a different interpretation rather than real change 306 
(Nagai et al. 2016). 307 
 308 
3.1.2 Source data and pre-processing 309 
Characteristics of the source data (spatial resolution, spectral range, orthorectification) and the pre-310 
processing steps applied (gap filling of ETM+ SLC off stripes, re-projection, mosaicing) all impact on 311 
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the quality of the resulting glacier extents. As the boundary of real glaciers is curved rather than 312 
rectangular, any resampling of the original outline into a grid with a resolution coarser than about 1 313 
cm (typical size of ice grains), results in a generalization and thus in a change of the area. This change 314 
of the area with pixel size has been analysed in a theoretical experiment (altering the cell size of high 315 
resolution glacier outlines) by Paul et al. (2003) for grid cell sizes of common satellite sensors (e.g., 5, 316 
10, 15, 20, 30 m). Whereas this study did not found a systematic trend of area differences with glacier 317 
size, the standard deviation of the area differences strongly increased towards smaller glaciers.  318 
 319 
On the downside of high spatial resolution is automated mapping. As glaciers are often slightly dirty 320 
along their perimeter and/or are covered by narrow medial moraines, mapping them with a higher 321 
spatial resolution will exclude these features completely as the percentage of coverage with non-ice 322 
features within a 10 m pixel is higher. A corresponding 30 m pixel (covering nine 10 m pixels) might 323 
still be mapped as glacier ice if more than half of its area is ice. This results in somewhat larger 324 
glacier extents being mapped by lower resolution sensors, for example 5% larger extents were mapped 325 
with Landsat OLI 30 m bands compared to 10 m Sentinel 2 MSI bands (Paul et al., 2016). In effect, a 326 
dirty boundary with a width of two 10 m pixels might be missed by MSI but would be included with 327 
30 m TM pixels. The resulting higher workload for manual corrections has thus to be considered 328 
before resampling the SWIR bands of these sensors to a higher spatial resolution. But there is also an 329 
important positive side: Thanks to the higher resolution the visibility of debris-covered glacier parts is 330 
considerably improved, resulting in a much more accurate outline after manual editing. Most likely, 331 
also the separation from rock glaciers and seasonal snow will be improved with the higher resolution 332 
sensors. 333 
 334 
Regarding manual corrections, the spectral range of a sensor also impacts on the quality of a glacier 335 
outline. When a SWIR band is not available (often the case for aerial photography or high-resolution 336 
sensors) and automated mapping cannot be applied, all outlines have to be manually digitized. The 337 
resulting outlines are prone to subjective interpretation and thus reduced consistency. This has also to 338 
be taken into account for debris-covered glacier parts, as these could not be mapped automatically 339 
with the accuracy required for glacier area (better than 5%) according to GCOS (2006). As the 340 
uncertainty introduced by manual digitizing can be higher than the variability due to the use of 341 
different methods or thresholds in the automated classification, it can be recommended to always use 342 
automated mapping first and then focus on the remaining manual editing. This reduces the regions 343 
requiring manual intervention and thus results in higher overall product accuracy. Very small areas 344 
that might be related to remaining seasonal snow patches rather than glaciers can be consistently 345 
removed with a size threshold. 346 
 347 
The current use of out-dated and coarse resolution DEMs (90 m) to orthorectify satellite scenes from 348 
2015 with 10 or 15 m spatial resolution in steep, high-mountain topography with rapidly changing 349 
glacier surfaces already introduces geo-location errors and deformations of the true (ortho-projected) 350 
glacier shape (Kääb et al., 2016). It has mainly three adverse effects: (a) it impacts on the position of 351 
pixels and thus on the mapped extent, (b) it impacts on the geolocation and challenges the 352 
combination with other geocoded datasets (e.g. drainage divides derived from a different DEM), and 353 
(c) it makes ground-based validation of mapping results nearly impossible as strong and irregular 354 
location differences are a consequence of the poor orthorectification rather than the quality of the 355 
mapping algorithm. Whereas the impact of (a) is likely small (<1%), it would have to be considered 356 
when glacier areas are compared that are based on satellite scenes that have been orthorectified with 357 
different DEMs. Effect (b) has no impact on the outlines itself as long as glacier areas are 358 
independently calculated in each dataset and area changes are obtained by subtracting the resulting 359 
scalar values rather than from a grid subtraction, or if larger outlines of earlier dates were used to crop 360 
recent glacier outlines (e.g. Bolch et al., 2010). Hence, inclusion of geolocation uncertainties in the 361 
error budget of the derived glacier areas is only valid in the latter cases (e.g. to calculate length 362 
changes). A detailed study on the related uncertainties can be found in Hall et al. (2003). As 363 
geolocation error is sometimes incorrectly considered when calculating glacier area uncertainties, we 364 
include it here for completeness. 365 
 366 
Uncertainty in glacier area is also introduced when separating glacier complexes with drainage divides 367 
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into individual glaciers, as the location of the divide defines the glacier area. However, the total area 368 
of the glacier complex remains the same. At mountain crests, a shift of the drainage divides by 2 or 3 369 
image pixels can easily introduce hundreds of sliver polygons that have to be assigned back to the 370 
glacier they belong to (e.g. Kamp and Pan, 2015). This is tough when it has to be done repeatedly for 371 
large samples of glaciers, for example over entire mountain ranges. There is thus an urgent need to not 372 
only use better DEMs for orthorectification of all satellite data, but also to provide these DEMs to the 373 
community to guarantee that sub-sequent calculations have a good spatial match. This problem is 374 
enhanced in times of rapid glacier change. When the glacier surface has lowered by maybe 100 m in 375 
the ten years between DEM and satellite image acquisition, the related glacier pixels will also be at 376 
the wrong place (Kääb et al., 2016). This might not impact strongly on the derived glacier area (e.g. 377 
uncertainties from debris delineation are likely higher), but it is an issue when comparing results 378 
across datasets. 379 
 380 
The striping of Landsat 7 ETM+ scenes occurring since 2003 can have a large impact on derived 381 
glacier sizes when glaciers are small or topography is complex. For large continuous glaciers it might 382 
be well possible to add the missing parts of the outline by hand without introducing too high errors, 383 
but the impact is difficult to estimate. A better way of filling the data gaps is by using other scenes 384 
where the data-gap stripes are at a different place. However, this might require more than two satellite 385 
scenes and create additional workload. As for the clouds, combination of scenes from +/-2 years 386 
around the central date of acquisition might work well for most regions, as the area/frontal change 387 
within a 5-year period is likely within the uncertainty range of the mapping. Merging multi-temporal 388 
grids of the raw classification with stripes at different locations can also help (e.g. Rastner et al., 389 
2012). However, users will always prefer glacier outlines from one date over multi-temporal 390 
composites. 391 
 392 
Scenes from Landsat and Sentinel 2 are provided in UTM projection with WGS1984 datum. When 393 
covering more than one UTM zone, scenes from other zones are re-projected in a GIS on the fly so 394 
that the different zone might not be obvious. For a scene-by-scene processing and later merging across 395 
different UTM zones by re-projecting scenes to a different zone, the formerly rectangular outlines are 396 
slightly rotated. This has some impact on visual appearance but limited impact on glacier area for ±1 397 
UTM zone. If ±2 zones are merged (i.e. across 5 zones), glacier area changes by a few per cent, as 398 
UTM is conservative for angles but not for area. In this case it is recommended to complete 399 
processing of all scenes within their respective UTM zones, followed by a re-projection of the 400 
individual scenes to a common equal-area projection and manual merging of polygons along the 401 
frame boundaries as the last step (e.g. Rastner et al., 2012). Glacier areas are at best derived only at 402 
this stage.  403 
 404 
3.1.3 Algorithm application 405 
Algorithm intercomparison experiments (e.g. Paul et al., 2015; Raup et al., 2014) have shown that the 406 
algorithm applied to map glaciers (clean ice and snow) causes only minor changes in the mapped 407 
glacier area. From simple band ratios to the NDSI (normalized difference snow index) using raw DNs 408 
or TOA reflectance, the outlines are generally on top of each other and deviations are only noticeable 409 
at the level of individual pixels (Paul et al., 2016). The only regions where results differ a bit more are 410 
debris cover in mixed pixels (that might be included or excluded) and regions in cast shadow, where 411 
the manually selected threshold value is most sensitive (see Paul et al., 2015). As debris has to be 412 
manually corrected anyway, it is recommended to select a threshold that is optimized for best 413 
mapping results in shadow regions. This might require using an additional threshold on a band in the 414 
blue part of the spectrum, as the contrast between ice/snow and bare rock in shadow is much higher 415 
here (Raup et al., 2007; Paul et al., 2016). In some regions it can be possible that bare rock in shadow 416 
is very bright due to surrounding snow in sunlight creating diffuse scattering (e.g. nunataks in an ice 417 
field). In this case it might be difficult to include dark ice in shadow and at the same time exclude 418 
bright rock in shadow. A solution for this is the application of two different thresholds and later 419 
merging of the results. In case of thin clouds or fog a special adjustment of the threshold might also 420 
help to get most of the glacier area correctly mapped (e.g. Le Bris et al., 2011). 421 
 422 
The band combination selected for glacier mapping also impacts on misclassification. For example, 423 
red/SWIR (e.g. TM3/TM5) ratios include larger areas of wrongly mapped lakes compared to 424 
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NIR/SWIR (e.g. TM4/TM5) whereas the latter might include vegetation in shadow. Regions with 425 
water and vegetation can partly be excluded by using additional methods in the processing line (e.g. 426 
NDVI/NDWI), but parts might remain for removal in the post-processing stage. More difficult can be 427 
the detection and removal of surfaces covered by ice (lakes, sea ice, ice bergs) that are correctly 428 
classified as ice but are obviously not glaciers. Accurate removal of these ice features from the glacier 429 
map requires careful checking with the original (contrast-enhanced) satellite image in the background 430 
and some experience (or a previous inventory). Vice versa, lakes on a glacier might be excluded by 431 
the mapping, but need to be included again. Object-based classification can be used to identify and 432 
remove these semantic differences automatically (e.g. Rastner et al., 2014). 433 
 434 
A further impact on glacier size during glacier mapping is introduced by applying a median filter for 435 
noise removal to the binary glacier mask. Whereas this filter is very effective in reducing noise by 436 
eliminating isolated (snow) pixels and closing gaps in shadow or debris cover (e.g. Paul et al., 2002), 437 
the filter also impacts on the extent of small glaciers. If they are elongated and only comprise a few 438 
pixels, they might even be completely deleted. It has thus to be carefully evaluated by the analyst if 439 
the application of such a filter is a good idea or not. If snow conditions are not very good (many 440 
isolated snow fields) and glaciers are comparably large, it can be recommended applying such a filter, 441 
but at the same time the minimum glacier size should be set to a higher value (e.g. 0.05 km2 instead of 442 
0.02 km2) to be clear that very small glaciers suffering from such a filter are excluded anyway (e.g. 443 
Bolch et al., 2010; Rastner et al., 2012). 444 
 445 
3.1.4 Post-processing and editing 446 
Post-processing is required to remove and correct obvious misclassification (debris, clouds, scan-line 447 
gaps, water surfaces, ice bergs, etc.) and create a high-quality glacier map that can be used for change 448 
assessment. Whereas it might be impossible to correct some of the critical issues (e.g. remaining 449 
seasonal snow at high elevations), one can distinguish two levels of corrections, the more easy ones 450 
that have to be removed (such as lakes, rivers, sea ice, clouds) and the more complex ones that have to 451 
be added (debris, shadow). The latter two are prone to large differences in interpretation thus resulting 452 
in large area differences (Paul et al., 2013 and 2015). These can reach up to 50% of the total area and 453 
can be subject to debate. In average, the maybe 10 to 20% uncertainty in the derived area for debris-454 
covered glaciers has to be considered when at another place the correction of individual pixels is 455 
discussed. Also the issue on the separation from rock glaciers is not yet settled as very high resolution 456 
images are required to distinguish them morphologically (e.g. Janke et al., 2015) and different 457 
opinions exist on their inclusion or exclusion in glacier inventories (e.g., Bown et al., 2008; Frey et 458 
al., 2012). The authors of this study think they can be included in an inventory, but they must be 459 
properly marked in the attribute table to easily exclude them from change assessment. In contrast to 460 
glaciers, the response of rock glaciers to temperature increase is different (e.g. Kääb et al. 2007) and 461 
they can basically only advance or down-waste at their current extent (Müller et al., 2016). We 462 
recommend using former inventories to guide decisions on glacier boundaries in case the source data 463 
used are available as well. However, for consistency with previous inventories it might be required to 464 
also include attached seasonal or perennial ice and snow fields so that glacier extents will be too large 465 
(Lambrecht and Kuhn, 2007; Paul et al., 2011). Along with ice-covered steep mountain flanks that 466 
might be included or not, glacier extents can easily be 20% larger when attached snowfields are 467 
considered than they should be. 468 
 469 
3.2 Determination of accuracy and precision 470 

From the two methods applied to generate glacier outlines (automated / manual) and the different 471 
error sources influencing accuracy and precision, it is clear that different measures are required to 472 
determine them. These include qualitative (e.g. overlay of outline) as well as quantitative (e.g. mean 473 
difference and standard deviation) measures. A third group is uncertainty that can only be described 474 
but not assessed and needs to be provided as meta-information (e.g. the definition of a glacier and 475 
handling of attached snow fields). Unfortunately, missing reference data hampers real product 476 
validation. For example, the sometimes used higher-resolution datasets can have different snow, cloud 477 
or shadow conditions when they are not acquired at roughly about the same time, the required manual 478 
delineation has uncertainties in its own, and the generally missing SWIR band leads to a different 479 
interpretation of the images or missing optical contrast are typical issues (e.g. Paul et al., 2013). Other 480 
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issues of high-resolution satellite data are their limited spatial coverage, high-costs and problems in 481 
getting an accurately orthorectified product from the comparably coarse resolution DEMs. In 482 
consequence, reference datasets are often used for cross-comparison rather than validation. Table 3 is 483 
providing an overview on the different measures to determine precision and accuracy of glacier 484 
outlines. They are discussed in the following sections in more detail. 485 
 486 
Table 3: Overview of the measures to determine accuracy and precision of glacier outlines (GO). The 487 
level refers to section 3.3. GO-4 is only listed for completeness but it is not a measure of accuracy. 488 
All differences and standard deviations should be calculated in relation to the total area.  489 
Nr. Name Level Application Measures Section 

GO-1 Outline overlay L0a Manual editing, cross-comparison, 
interpretation differences, visualisation 

Descriptive 
text 

3.2.1 

GO-2 Literature value L0b Assume accuracy will be as good Per cent 3.2.2 
GO-3 Buffer method L1 Buffer outline by 1/2 or 1 pixel, calculate min 

and max area, assume normal distribution 
STD 3.2.2 

GO-4 Geolocation n/a RMS error of satellite orthorectification STD 3.2.2 
GO-5 Shape deformation n/a Pixel shift due to DEM errors (area difference) Mean 3.2.3 
GO-6 Multiple digitizing L2a/b Determine analysts precision (area variability) Mean, STD 3.2.3 
GO-7 Area difference L3a Use of HR reference data for accuracy Mean (STD) 3.2.4 
GO-8 Outline distance L3b Horizontal distance to HR reference data Mean, STD 3.2.4 
GO-9 Field-based DGPS L3c Only outline parts, horizontal distance Mean, STD 3.2.4 
 490 
3.2.1 Qualitative Methods: overlay of outlines 491 
The overlay of outlines (GO-1) is a mandatory step in determining product accuracy despite its 492 
qualitative nature. The method is used to: (a) correct the automatically derived glacier outlines (on-493 
screen digitizing), (b) comparison to higher resolution datasets, (c) determination of differences in 494 
interpretation, and (d) visualisation of glacier change. Hence, this method is used to improve product 495 
accuracy a priori (a and b) but also to communicate the interpretation rules, potential shortcomings of 496 
the input dataset (e.g. snow cover), and usage restrictions of the dataset (Pfeffer et al., 2014). It is of 497 
key importance that outline overlay is performed on the original satellite image to identify regions of 498 
misclassification and subsequently correct these, as in particular clouds, water, debris, seasonal snow 499 
and shadow can have a massive impact on the mapped glacier area (see above). Practically, clouds are 500 
best identified in SWIR/NIR/red RGB composites, water in NIR, red, green, and debris or shadow in 501 
red/green/blue (natural colours). An example image in a related publication should focus on a worst-502 
case region to correctly inform about the interpretation of these challenging regions by the analyst. 503 
 504 
3.2.2 Quantitative methods I: Statistical extrapolation 505 
In the absence of appropriate reference data, the following two methods are frequently used to 506 
determine precision: GO-2 taking values from the literature that have investigated precision in more 507 
detail (e.g. Paul et al., 2013, Pfeffer et al., 2014) and applying it to the own dataset, and GO-3 the 508 
buffer method that expands and shrinks the outline of each glacier by an uncertainty value from the 509 
literature (e.g. ±1/2 or 1 pixel; Granshaw and Fountain, 2006; Bolch et al., 2010). Both methods have 510 
their shortcomings, e.g. GO-2 would require consideration of the size dependence (precision improves 511 
towards larger glaciers), and GO-3 is likely variable along the perimeter of a glacier (e.g. smaller 512 
buffer for clean ice, larger for debris covered parts). Additionally, GO-3 should only be applied to 513 
glacier complexes (before intersection with drainage divides), to not provide any values where 514 
glaciers join. Whereas GO-2 is mostly applied as is (using some value between 3 and 5%), GO-3 is 515 
providing minimum and maximum values for each glacier that can be converted to a standard 516 
deviation (STD) when a normal distribution can be assumed for the differences. The STD is then used 517 
as one component of the total precision of the outline. 518 
 519 
Further terms that are often but wrongly considered in the error budget are uncertainties related to 520 
(GO-4) geolocation, which is derived from the error of ground control points (GCPs) provided with 521 
the satellite data. As explained above, geolocation has no impact on the obtained glacier area as 522 
outlines are just shifted (irregularly) around. This is thus neither a measure for accuracy nor precision 523 
and should thus not be applied. The only exception is when glacier length changes are directly 524 
determined from two datasets (cf. Hall et al., 2003). The deformation of the outline by DEM errors 525 
(GO-5) propagating into the orthorectification is another issue. This indeed impacts on the glacier area 526 
but has so far never been assessed. It would require a comparison with an outline created at the same 527 
date, but using a ‘near perfect’ DEM (photogrammetrically derived) that has at least a two-times better 528 
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spatial resolution than the satellite data.  529 
 530 
3.2.3 Quantitative methods II: Analysts precision 531 
As described above, manual correction of glacier outlines is required in most regions and the related 532 
corrections introduce uncertainty as they are based on subjective interpretation and generalization. It is 533 
thus not possible to repeat a manual digitization consistently. This variability in interpretation can be 534 
used as a measure of uncertainty, given the analyst performs independent, multiple digitisations of a 535 
set of glaciers (GO-6). From the experience of a former study with more than 15 participants (Paul et 536 
al., 2013) we recommend that the analysts precision be obtained from such a multiple digitization 537 
experiment whenever manual digitization has to be performed to correct glacier outlines. The sample 538 
should consist of about 5-10 glaciers of different size and challenges (clean, debris, shadow, attached 539 
snow fields) that are representative for the manually digitized glaciers (i.e. include more clean and 540 
small glaciers when all glaciers are manually digitized). Each glacier should at least be digitized three 541 
times without checking the previous outlines (e.g. with one day between each round). For each glacier 542 
a mean area and the STD should be calculated. Plotting the latter vs. glacier size will likely show an 543 
increase of the STD towards smaller glaciers (e.g. Fischer et al., 2014). For the later overall 544 
assessment of precision it is thus possible to apply size-class specific estimates that will give a 545 
realistic estimate of the datasets precision. A regression through the data points might provide an 546 
equation that can be used for up-scaling to the full dataset (Pfeffer et al. 2014). 547 
 548 
3.2.4 Quantitative methods III: Comparison to reference data 549 
In the case an appropriate reference dataset is available (same date, higher resolution, same analyst) a 550 
one-to-one comparison of glacier extents can be performed (GO-7) to estimate accuracy of the derived 551 
glacier extents. Assuming that the outlines for the reference dataset are digitised manually, it is 552 
recommended to digitize them independently at least three times and use the mean area as the 553 
reference value. The relative area difference of the lower resolution area to the reference value 554 
provides the accuracy for an individual glacier. If extents of several glaciers are available as a 555 
reference, a mean difference and STD can be calculated. Due to the normal distribution of extent over 556 
and underestimations, mean differences are often very close to the reference data. The more 557 
interesting point is thus the STD that should be used as an estimation of precision (Paul et al., 2013). 558 
However, for a sufficiently large reference dataset (with small and large glaciers) it might also be 559 
possible to detect a size-dependent trend of accuracy, at least when debris-covered glaciers are 560 
excluded. 561 
 562 
It is also possible to calculate the mean distance of outlines (GO-8) but this requires some special 563 
software (Raup et al., 2014) and an extra-effort that is in general not taken as the simple overlay of 564 
outlines provides similar results (Paul et al., 2013). Both studies along with some others revealed that 565 
outlines are located within one (clean ice) or two (debris-covered ice) pixels if measured perpendicular 566 
to the direction of the outline. Application of this method has thus provided the values commonly 567 
applied to the buffer method (GO-3). 568 
 569 
Finally, it is possible to obtain outlines of a glacier from field-based DGPS surveys (GO-9). These 570 
might only include a part of the outline as walking around a glacier can be difficult in its steep upper 571 
region (bergschrund, avalanches, etc.). However, for small ice caps it might be well possible to walk 572 
around their perimeter (at the time of satellite overpass) to obtain such a reference dataset. Such a 573 
dataset can be even more precise than precisely orthorectified aerial photography but its compilation is 574 
compromised by the large effort to obtain it and thus the rare availability. In the case such a dataset is 575 
available, the same calculations as described under GO-7 and GO-8 can be performed. 576 
 577 
3.2.5 Examples 578 
For two glaciers in the Austrian Alps we have applied some of the above methods to obtain how the 579 
uncertainty changes with the method applied (Table 4). In Fig. 1 some of these measures (GO-1, 3, 6 580 
and 7) are illustrated. The values reveal that just assuming the often found 3% precision for both 581 
glaciers gives a reasonable estimate for the larger one (Gurgler Ferner) but is likely too small for the 582 
smaller one (Hinterer Guslarferner) assuming that the values obtained from the two other methods 583 
(GO-3 and GO-6) are more realistic, as they consider the size dependence better. The buffer method 584 
(GO-3) gives somewhat higher values than the multiple digitizing (GO-6), i.e. a lower precision, but 585 
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this result for only one glacier should not be over-interpreted. Comparison with the reference data (the 586 
mean value of a multiple digitizing) gives an accuracy of -2.9% for the area derived automatically 587 
from TM. Considering the uncertainty of the manual digitization for this glacier, one can say that 588 
manual delineation of clean ice glacier is less precise than automatic delineation. 589 
 590 
Table 4: Values of precision for two glaciers of different size. Precision is given as 67% of the 591 
min/max value. For GO-7 the column ‘Glacier 1’ gives the variability of the digitizing using the high-592 
resolution image and the last column gives the resulting accuracy of the area derived by Landsat. 593 

   Area min/mean/max/difference [km2] Precision [%] 
Nr. Name Measure Glacier 1 Glacier 2 Gl1 / Gl2 

GO-2 Literature value ±3% 0.507/0.531/0.555/0.024 8.536/8.936/9.336/0.40 ±3 / ±3 
GO-3 Buffer method ±1/2 pixel 0.463/0.531/0.601/0.069 8.455/8.936/9.411/0.48 ±8.7 / ±3.6 
GO-6 Multiple digitizing STD 0.511/0.560/0.610/0.05 8.56/8.92/9.40/0.36 to 

0.48 
±6.1 / ±2.9 

GO-7 Reference area  Difference 0.540/0.547/0.556/0.008 n/a -2.9 / n/a 
 594 

 595 
Fig. 1: Illustration of three methods used to determine uncertainty for glacier outlines. a) Location of 596 
the study glaciers in Austria, b) buffer method GO-3 (±1/2 pixel) illustrated for the smaller glacier, c) 597 
multiple digitizing (GO-6) for the glacier in b), and d) comparison to a reference area (GO-7) for the 598 
glacier in b). Panels b) and c) are based on 30 m Landsat images whereas d) is from Quickbird 599 
(screenshot from Google Earth). The white bar measures 100 m, North is up. 600 
 601 
3.3 Recommended strategy 602 

The above possibilities for assessment of product accuracy and precision vary in regard to the required 603 
effort and data availability. In general, the more simple methods only provide precision rather than 604 
accuracy. For practical purposes, we suggest following a tired system where the lowest level should 605 
be applied in any case in any study and the higher levels as possible. Abbreviations of the glacier 606 
outline (GO) number refer to Table 4.  607 
 608 
Level 0 609 
(a) Overlay of outlines (GO-1) on the satellite image used to produce them is performed in any case 610 
for the internal manual editing in the post-processing stage (clouds, water, debris, shadow). It should 611 
also become a standard in a publication to illustrate external factors (snow/cloud conditions and 612 
interpretation rules). Whereas this qualitative method does not provide any measure of accuracy or 613 
precision, it reveals potential sources for deviations and has thus to be considered in their discussion. 614 
(b) In the absence of any further estimates specific to the dataset, a value describing precision should 615 
be selected from the literature (GO-2), justified for the current study (considering histograms of clean 616 
vs. debris-covered and large vs. small glaciers), and applied to the sample, at best size class specific. 617 
In case change assessment is performed, this method is not adequate. 618 
 619 
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Level 1 620 
The buffer method (GO-3) provides a minimum/maximum estimate of precision that strongly scales 621 
with glacier size. Its overall value will thus vary with the size distribution of the selected sample and 622 
is thus more specific to the data under investigation than GO-2. It should thus be used instead of GO-623 
2 whenever possible. A size-class specific calculation is recommended rather than just providing one 624 
mean value for the entire area. 625 
 626 
Level 2 627 
(a) The likely best method to determine precision of a dataset generated by one analyst is the multiple 628 
digitising of glacier outlines (GO-6). This gives the most realistic (analyst-specific) estimate for the 629 
provided dataset. Despite its higher workload, it is recommended to always use this method instead of 630 
GO-2 or GO-3. 631 
 632 
(b) In case several analysts have created the outlines, it is recommended that all analysts digitise a 633 
couple of glaciers (at least 3, better 5 to 10 of different size) independently after rules for 634 
interpretation have been settled. This would provide a measure for the consistency in interpretation 635 
and should be reported along with the results (mean and STD) for Level 2a 636 
 637 
Level 3 638 
(a) This level requires the use of an appropriate reference dataset for accuracy assessment (GO-7). As 639 
the glacier outlines from the reference dataset are likely digitised manually, it is recommended to also 640 
apply GO-6 to determine its precision. It is well possible that its precision is within the accuracy of 641 
the test dataset (e.g. Paul et al., 2013). If possible, outlines from several glaciers with different 642 
characteristics (size, debris, shadow) should be available for accuracy assessment. To also have an 643 
estimate of precision, Level 2 should be applied additional. The related overlay of outlines is most 644 
welcome in a publication. 645 
 646 
(b) If the required software exists, a mean horizontal distance between the outlines should be 647 
calculated and reported (GO-8). An estimation based on an overlay of outlines can also be used. If 648 
possible, the differences should be calculated separately for outline segments representing debris-649 
covered and clean ice.  650 
 651 
 (c) If ground-based reference data like dGPS are available, the calculations described under Level 3a 652 
(complete outline) and 3b (segments) should be computed. 653 
 654 
 655 
4. Elevation Change (altimetry) 656 
 657 
4.1 Factors influencing product accuracy 658 

 659 
As mentioned in section 2.2, the two altimeters used in Glaciers_cci for elevation change 660 
measurements (ICESat and Cryosat 2) have different and time-variant sources of uncertainty, due to 661 
their different characteristics (footprint size, orbit configuration, wavelength) and sampling strategies. 662 
The resulting uncertainties are described in the following in more detail for both sensors. 663 
 664 
For Cryosat 2, the principle factors affecting the accuracy of measured rates of surface elevation 665 
change are (1) temporal fluctuations in the altimeter range due to variations in snowpack properties, 666 
and (2) limitations in the model’s capacity to correctly partition the elevation fluctuation within each 667 
grid cell. In the case of the former, temporal variations in snowpack liquid water content, density and 668 
roughness can alter the depth distribution of the backscattered energy and impact upon radar altimeter 669 
elevation measurements (Scott et al., 2006; Gray et al., 2015). As a result, changes in snowpack 670 
properties, for example driven by anomalous melt events (Nilsson et al., 2015; McMillan et al., 2016), 671 
can introduce artificial elevation changes into the altimeter record. To mitigate these effects, a 672 
backscatter correction is implemented which is designed to account for correlated fluctuations in 673 
elevation and power during the observation period. Alternatively, a re-tracking algorithm, which aims 674 
to reduce sensitivity to the volume echo, can be used (Davis et al., 1997; Helm et al., 2014; Nilsson et 675 
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al., 2016). However, the latter may, be more sensitive to short term snowfall fluctuations. Formally 676 
determining the uncertainty associated with this correction is, however, challenging and further 677 
research into understanding the radar wave interaction with the snowpack is ongoing. Until then, it is 678 
recommended to conduct additional independent evaluation using external data sources to confirm 679 
data accuracy. 680 
 681 
The second principal factor affecting elevation rate uncertainty is due to the capability of the 682 
prescribed model of elevation change to fit the altimeter elevation measurements. Specifically, any 683 
deviation of the ice surface, and its evolution, away from the functional form of the model will 684 
introduce uncertainty into the model fit. As a result, rates of elevation change tend to become less 685 
certain in areas of complex topography or where non-linear rates of elevation change persist. This is 686 
reflected in the confidence associated with the parameters retrieved from the model fit and is 687 
discussed in more detail in Section 4.2 for Cryosat-2. 688 
 689 
Key sources of uncertainty for ICESat are (3) instrument related errors such as elevation biases 690 
between campaigns (“intercampaign biases”, Urban et al., 2012), the range error due to degrading 691 
elevation precision (Borsa et al., 2014) or effects from geolocation errors, (4) uncertainty caused by 692 
the atmosphere such as saturation of the waveform or multiple peaks of the return beam (e.g. caused 693 
by reflections from clouds) and atmospheric propagation effects, i.e. the attenuation introduced by the 694 
scattering of water droplets and aerosols, and the multiple scattering phenomenon (Duda et al., 2001), 695 
and (5) uncertainties caused by the topography such as changes of terrain roughness and slope within 696 
the footprints, biases and spatio-temporal inconsistencies of the measurements, and the DEM, if used 697 
for differencing of the altimetric surface heights (Kääb et al., 2012; Treichler and Kääb, 2016). We do 698 
not discuss here uncertainties related to the spatial extrapolation of the point measurements to the 699 
entire glacier area or the spatio-temporal representativeness of footprint locations. An overview on the 700 
impacts of various techniques on the derived elevation changes is given by Kääb (2008). 701 
 702 
4.2 Accuracy determination 703 
 704 
In Table 5 we provide a sorted overview on measures to determine accuracy and precision for the 705 
elevation change from altimetry product that are described in the indicated sections in more detail. 706 
Due to the different nature of the altimeters and their data sampling strategy, some measures only 707 
apply to one of the sensors (e.g. ALT-3 and 4 for ICESat and ALT-5 to Cryosat 2). We do not provide 708 
an example for altimetry here as ICESat is used itself as a reference dataset and even more precise 709 
validation data for the same measurement points are rare.  710 
 711 
Table 5: Overview of the measures to determine accuracy and precision of glacier elevation changes 712 
from altimetry (ALT)). The level refers to section 4.3. All mean values and standard deviations (STD) 713 
are expressed in absolute units. 714 

Nr. Name Level Measure Format Section 
ALT-1 Instrument errors L0 Provide the release/version used Text 4.2.1 
ALT-2 Topography L1a List source data (DEM, glacier mask) and  

(slope) thresholds used, list old and new 
number of valid point counts 

Text 4.2.2 

ALT-3 Atmosphere L1b List criteria and thresholds used, describe 
impact on point count 

Text 4.2.3 

ALT-4 Interpolation method L2a one campaign trends or plane fitting residual, 
double differencing to reference DEM 

Mean, STD 4.2.4 

ALT-5 Model-fit accuracy L2b 1 Sigma uncertainty for each grid cell Mean, STD 4.2.5 
ALT-6 Reference data L3 Difference (gives accuracy and precision) Mean, STD 4.2.6 
ALT-7 Sensitivity test L4 How does a change of the thresholds for ALT-2 

and 3 impact on the results? 
STD  

 715 
4.2.1 Instrument errors (ICESat) 716 
Three individual lasers on ICESat were used in the different measurement campaigns and inter-717 
campaign biases have been detected and related to the transmit energy and pulse shape as the 718 
individual instruments evolve. This particular error resulted in inter-campaign bias variations which 719 
were related to products that determined the range mixing a centroid for the transmit pulse and 720 
Gaussian for the return pulse (Borsa et al., 2014). Corrections for these biases have been applied in 721 
updated versions of the datasets (Release 34) and for those products that were affected (i.e. GLAH06, 722 
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GLAH14 products used centroid peaks for both the transmit and return pulses, so corrections do not 723 
apply). Biases through time and degrading elevation precision have also been detected from some of 724 
the lasers due to declining instrument transmit energy (Fricker et al., 2005; Borsa et al., 2014). 725 
Corrections for these bias trends approach the order of 1-2 cm per year, are not necessarily universal 726 
for each campaign rather varying in space and time (Borsa et al., 2014). Key requirements for the user 727 
are to work with the latest release of the data, to provide the release number, and to consider the 728 
potential affects of declining transmit energies on elevation change trends being calculated. 729 
 730 
4.2.2 Topography (ICESat) 731 
With increasing small-scale surface roughness and sloping terrain, the reflected pulse is spread more 732 
and its signal-to-noise ratio is reduced (i.e. the uncertainty is increased; e.g. Hilbert and Schmulius, 733 
2012). To reduce the impact of this uncertainty, points are removed by statistical filtering. For 734 
example, slope derived from a DEM may be used to identify points located on slopes higher than a 735 
certain threshold that are to be excluded (Kääb et al., 2012; Treichler and Kääb, 2016). The threshold 736 
values used should be reported. 737 
 738 
4.2.3 Atmospheric effects (ICESat) 739 
Clouds and atmospheric effects (reflection/absorption, scattering, turbulence) impact on the form and 740 
intensity of the received signal (Fricker et al., 2005). They have a high spatio-temporal variability and 741 
thus need to be considered separately for each analysis. This resulted in the application of different 742 
statistical filters that exclude data points not meeting the prescribed criteria. As an uncertainty 743 
measure, the criteria applied to the raw dataset should be provided (e.g. Sørensen et al., 2011). 744 
 745 
4.2.4 Interpolation method (ICESat) 746 
Finally, the range of methods for accounting for the spatial offset in the repeat ICESat tracks when 747 
deriving elevation change rates have different associated uncertainties and methods for uncertainty 748 
estimation. Following the three methods presented by Moholdt et al. (2010), precision can be 749 
determined from (a) elevation trends at cross-over points obtained within the same campaign 750 
(assuming changes are small within ~35 days), (b) doing the same but for neighbouring repeat tracks, 751 
and (c) using residuals of the plane-fitting method. When values from different campaigns are 752 
compared, the seasonality of the changes (e.g. snow fall during winter) needs to be considered by only 753 
selecting values from the same season. Method (b) requires a DEM to correct for slope and elevation 754 
related differences between two tracks. The precision to be reported is the STD of the differences 755 
measured by each method. 756 
 757 
A second type of method is typically applied over mountain glaciers – double differencing (Kääb et 758 
al., 2012). ICESat elevations are differenced to a reference DEM (topographic normalisation) and 759 
elevation trends (or differences over time) are then estimated from this elevation differences to the 760 
reference DEM. Thus, errors and uncertainty in this DEM propagate into derived elevation change 761 
products, such as resolution of the reference DEM or gross DEM errors. The spatio-temporal 762 
consistency of the reference DEM turned out to be particularly important, and spatially variable biases 763 
and DEM elevation from different times, which is typical for DEMs composed from different sources, 764 
degrade the ICESat-derived products substantially (Treichler and Kääb, 2016). 765 
 766 
4.2.5 Model-fit accuracy (Cryosat) 767 
The elevation rate of change uncertainty is estimated at each grid cell using the 1-sigma uncertainty 768 
associated with this parameter from the model fit. This provides a measure of the extent to which our 769 
prescribed model fits the CryoSat-2 observations. In consequence, this term accounts for both 770 
departures from the prescribed model and for uncorrelated measurement errors, such as those 771 
produced by radar speckle and retracker imprecision. 772 
 773 
4.2.6 Reference data (Cryosat and ICESat) 774 
The accuracy of elevation change rates from both sensors may be further evaluated through 775 
comparison with rates calculated from an alternative dataset. The requirements of such elevation rates 776 
are that they are coincident in both space and time, and are highly accurate. Elevation rates calculate 777 
from NASA’s IceBridge ATM data have commonly been used for this purpose, with the mean 778 
difference between elevation rates at coincident grid cells given as the measure for evaluation 779 
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(McMillan et al., 2014; 2016; Wouters et al., 2015). For ICESat also DEMs from laserscaning and 780 
photogrammetry, and ground measurements have been used for comparison (Kropacek et al., 2014; 781 
Kääb et al., 2012; Treichler and Kääb, 2016). 782 
 783 
4.3 Recommended Strategy 784 

Level 0 785 
It is always required to provide the release version of the dataset used for the calculations to be clear 786 
which kind of corrections have already been applied. These might also be shortly listed in the 787 
metadata and/or publication related to the dataset. 788 
 789 
Level 1a/b 790 
Also the list of criteria and thresholds (statistical filters) used to compensate for topographic and 791 
atmospheric influences should always be given for the study region. It should also be described how 792 
the selection changed the sample count and if biases regarding their representativeness have to be 793 
expected due to the selection.  794 
 795 
Level 2a 796 
Depending on the method applied to obtain elevation trends from ICESat, the related numbers should 797 
be calculated and provided in the metadata. As they can be calculated automatically their retrieval 798 
should be implemented in the processing line. 799 
 800 
Level 2b 801 
For Cryosat 2 we recommend estimating the elevation rate of change uncertainty for each grid cell 802 
using the 1-sigma uncertainty associated with this parameter from the model fit as outlined in Section 803 
4.2.1. 804 
 805 
Level 3 806 
If possible, the elevation rate of change should be evaluated through a comparison with coincident 807 
elevation rates calculated from an external data source, for example, IceBridge ATM data, as outlined 808 
in Section 4.2.2.  809 
 810 
Level 4 811 
Finally, thresholds for the selection of points from ALT-2 and 3 should be varied within reasonable 812 
limits and the impacts on the elevation change rates should be provided. Although the impact might 813 
be small compared to other effects and the processing might be demanding, we think this step is 814 
important to reveal that the very critical decisions taken for ALT-2 and 3 are insensitive to the overall 815 
outcome of a study. 816 
 817 
 818 
5. Elevation Change (dDEM) 819 
 820 
5.1 Factors influencing product accuracy 821 

 822 
5.1.1 Source data and pre-processing 823 
The accuracy of glacier elevation changes derived from DEM differencing (dDEM) is influenced 824 
primarily by the accuracies, precision, and resolution of the individual DEMs that are differenced. 825 
These accuracies are dependent on the acquisition technique used – photogrammetric principles 826 
applied to optical images (i.e., aerial photos, ASTER, SPOT), interferometric techniques on repeat 827 
radar images (i.e., SRTM, ERS-1/2, TanDEM-X), or laser distance point clouds of measurements 828 
(LiDAR DEMs), as well as the environmental conditions at the time of acquisition. 829 
 830 
DEMs derived from optical stereo photogrammetry and LiDAR point clouds require cloud- and fog-831 
free conditions and daytime, which can limit the temporal availability of DEMs and impact locally on 832 
their quality (e.g. in case of frequent orographic clouds). In addition, the largely featureless, low-833 
contrast nature of the accumulation areas of many glaciers can limit the ability of photogrammetric 834 
techniques to reliably determine elevations in these areas, potentially leading to data gaps (voids). 835 
Accuracy may also be decreased due to inaccurate determination of the satellite position and attitude, 836 
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which introduces biases into altitude estimations. However, recent developments have helped to 837 
reduce these uncertainties in the pre-processing stage, reducing the overall certainty of DEM products 838 
derived from, for example, ASTER imagery (Girod et al., 2016). In general, the accuracy and 839 
resolution of DEM products derived from satellite-borne stereo optical photogrammetry has increased 840 
with time (i.e., SPOT and Pléiades are more accurate and have higher spatial and radiometric 841 
resolution than ASTER). In addition, DEMs generated from aerial photographs tend to have higher 842 
accuracy and resolution than those from satellite imagery. With DEMs that have recently been 843 
generated from very high-resolution satellite sensors such as Pléiades, Quickbird or WorldView, the 844 
gap in resolution and quality has been reduced (Shean et al., 2016) and first successful applications for 845 
volume change determination over comparably small glaciers were performed (e.g. Berthier et al., 846 
2014; Holzer et al., 2015; Kronenberg et al., 2016). 847 
 848 
DEMs derived from radar interferometry do not have the daytime or cloud- and fog-free restrictions 849 
that optical DEMs do. Whereas optical images portray the surface of glaciers and snow, however, 850 
radar signals penetrate ice and dry snow to varying depths dependent on the properties (i.e., moisture 851 
content and purity) of the snow or ice, as well as the properties of the signal itself (e.g., Rignot et al., 852 
2001; Shugar et al., 2010). With simultaneously-acquired data of different frequency (i.e., SRTM C-853 
band and X-band data), it is possible to estimate and correct for penetration effects locally, though 854 
these approaches are limited in extent and not universally applicable (Gardelle et al., 2012; Melkonian 855 
et al., 2014). Accuracy of radar interferometric DEMs is also dependent on precise knowledge of 856 
satellite orbital parameters, which tends to be lacking in earlier interferometric missions. Despite this, 857 
radar signals tend to be quite sensitive to small changes in topography, and so the overall accuracy of 858 
most radar interferometric DEMs is quite high (typically <15 m, as high as 2.5 m; e.g., Joughin et al., 859 
1996; Moholdt and Kääb, 2012). A good strategy to avoid the above issues is the comparison of 860 
DEMs from sensors with the same wavelength, e.g. the SRTM and TanDEM-X X bands (e.g. Neckel 861 
et al., 2013; Rankl and Braun, 2016). 862 
 863 
To ensure that the elevations being compared correspond to the same spatial location, the DEMs must 864 
first be adjusted to the same vertical reference (geoid or ellipsoid) and then be co-registered. This co-865 
registration can be accomplished manually (e.g., VanLooy, 2011), or through automated algorithms to 866 
reduce elevation residuals (e.g., Berthier et al., 2007; Nuth and Kääb, 2011). A comparison of four 867 
different methods for DEM co-registration (Paul et al., 2015) found that three automated solutions 868 
(e.g., Gruen and Akca, 2005; Berthier et al., 2007; Nuth and Kääb, 2011) performed similarly in terms 869 
of accuracy after co-registration, but with different efficiencies. In addition, different software 870 
packages have different routines for importing the same file format, which has implications for the 871 
pixel definition (pixel centre vs. corner), and potentially leading to large co-registration errors if not 872 
kept consistent. 873 
 874 
Resampling of DEMs to lower resolutions, a necessary step when comparing DEMs of differing 875 
resolutions, can also reduce accuracies in the final product. A related study by Jörg and Zemp (2014) 876 
has shown that although the two DEMs were very accurately co-registered, systematic and random 877 
method- and scale-dependent errors still occurred. Well-documented elevation biases of up to 12 m 878 
km-1 have been described in SRTM data (Berthier et al., 2006; Schiefer et al., 2007; Paul, 2008). As 879 
noted by Paul (2008), these effects are most likely related to resampling of elevation data, introduced 880 
because of the curvature of high-elevation terrain, and not because of elevation per se. Further studies 881 
have extended these findings (e.g., Gardelle et al., 2012) to correct elevation biases using the 882 
maximum terrain curvature, and implemented in other studies using the SRTM data (e.g., Willis et al., 883 
2012; Gardelle et al., 2013; Melkonian et al., 2013, 2014). 884 
 885 
Finally, detection of significant elevation changes over glaciers depends on the time separation 886 
between DEMs, as well as characteristics of the glaciers in question. Fast-changing glaciers such as 887 
tidewater glaciers or surging glaciers will potentially show significant changes in a single year, while 888 
smaller alpine glaciers will tend to require more time between acquisition dates to show significant 889 
change, typically a decade (e.g. Zemp et al. 2013). 890 
 891 
5.1.2 Post-processing and editing 892 
One of the largest sources of uncertainty occurring in post-processing is the handling of voids in the 893 
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source DEMs. In any region with voids, the dDEM product will have voids. In general, voids in DEM 894 
differencing products have been handled in one of four ways: (1) interpolating elevation values in the 895 
source DEMs before differencing (e.g., Kääb, 2008); (2) differencing the source DEMs, then 896 
interpolating elevation change values over the void areas (e.g., Kääb, 2008; Melkonian et al., 2013); 897 
and (3) utilizing the relationship between elevation change and elevation to estimate elevation change 898 
as a function of altitude, then applying this function to unsurveyed areas (e.g., Bolch et al., 2013; 899 
Kohler et al., 2007; Kääb, 2008; Kronenberg et al., 2016).  900 
 901 
Each of these methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. Kääb (2008) compared 902 
approaches (1) and (2), finding a mean difference in elevation changes of 1 ±12 m RMS between the 903 
two approaches. Generally, method (2) is likely a better approach, given that elevation changes over 904 
glaciers tend to be more self-similar in nearby regions than does elevation itself. Rather than 905 
interpolating values, other studies have filled voids by using the average elevation change calculated 906 
over the entire study area (e.g., Rignot et al., 2003), over a given elevation band in the study area, or 907 
over a given radius around the void (Melkonian et al., 2013). The latter method is most likely more 908 
accurate than the other two, as the mean elevation change around the void is more likely to be 909 
reflective of the changes in the void, at least when the void does not stretch over too many elevation 910 
bands 911 
 912 
A further critical issue for post-processing are artefacts that might result from a failed matching during 913 
DEM generation instead of data voids. Typically, these can be found in regions of steep slopes, low 914 
contrast (shadow, snow) or self-similar structures. They also result when the spatial resolution is 915 
blown-up to a value not supported by the original data. In this case the surface might appear ‘bumpy’ 916 
over large regions, i.e. the amplitude of the artefact is smaller but its occurrence is more frequent. 917 
When two DEMs with artefacts are subtracted, the artefacts from both DEMs will be transferred to the 918 
difference grid. Depending on the region where they occur (e.g. accumulation or ablation area) and 919 
their frequency and amplitude, different measures to remove or reduce them can be applied (local 920 
smoothing, threshold cut-off). For example, strong negative (positive) elevation changes are unlikely 921 
in the accumulation (ablation region) and can be disregarded by using an elevation dependent 922 
threshold (Pieczonka and Bolch, 2015), either setting the outliers to zero or no data. For artefacts with 923 
the correct sign (e.g. mass gain in the accumulation area), correction is more difficult as changes up to 924 
a certain value might indeed have occurred (Le Bris and Paul, 2015). In this case it might be helpful 925 
to also analyse their spatial pattern to reveal a possibly natural or artificial cause. For example a 926 
speckled pattern over steep slopes in the accumulation region of a glacier is a typical DEM artefact 927 
and should be removed (data void) or replaced by one of the three methods (1) to (3) mentioned 928 
before.  929 
 930 
The above and below statements refer to single raw DEMs, not to composite DEMs as all regional 931 
and global DEMs such as ASTER GDEM, SRTM, TanDEM-X iDEM, ArcticDEM, national DEMs, 932 
etc. In such mosaics, individual spatio-temporal biases are combined in a complex way that typically 933 
cannot be decomposed anymore (e.g., Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Treichler and Kääb, 2016). Accordingly, 934 
such errors cannot be corrected easily and degrade the accuracy and precision of the DEMs and 935 
derived elevation differences. 936 
 937 
5.2 Accuracy determination 938 

There is a large number of possibilities to determine the accuracy of elevation change products from 939 
DEM differencing either related to the DEMs itself or the subtracted DEMs. However, several 940 
secondary effects (e.g. differences in spatial resolution, terrain slope, optical or microwave source 941 
data) interfere and could result in misleading results. Similarly, stable terrain that should not show any 942 
vertical or horizontal changes over time and be found near the glaciers has to be carefully selected 943 
(e.g., no trees, lakes, or buildings, low slopes, different aspect sectors) and might need to be manually 944 
delineated to avoid misleading conclusions; it is not just all terrain off glaciers. In Table 6 we provide 945 
an overview of some key measures for accuracy and precision (internal ones and those requiring 946 
additional data) that are discussed in detail afterwards. 947 
 948 
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Table 6: Overview of the measures to determine accuracy and precision of glacier elevation changes 949 
from DEM differencing (DEM). The level refers to section 5.3. All mean values and standard 950 
deviations (STD) are expressed in absolute units. 951 

Nr. Name Level Measure Format Section 
DEM-1 Co-registration L0 Fit accuracies (horizontal/vertical) Mean, STD 5.2.1 
DEM-2 Stable ground L0 Elevation differences  Mean, STD 5.2.1 
DEM-3 ICESat reference L1a Difference to ICESat points (stable ground) Mean, STD 5.2.2 
DEM-4 Vector sum L1b Sum of offset from 3 elevation sources Residual value 5.2.2 
DEM-5 High quality DEM L2 Difference (gives accuracy and precision) Mean, STD 5.2.3 
DEM-6 Ground control 

points 
L2 Comparison to field-based validation points Mean, STD 5.2.3 

DEM-7 Changes by LIDAR  L3 Difference to change rates from LIDAR Mean, STD 5.2.4 
 952 
5.2.1 Co-registration and stable ground off-sets 953 
This is an internal measure that only requires the two DEMs. Before they are are subtracted, datums 954 
have to be aligned and a proper co-registration (horizontally and vertically) has to be performed. The 955 
co-registration vectors can be determined analytically using a short script described by Nuth and Kääb 956 
(2011). The elevation points selected for the co-registration should be located on stable terrain which 957 
might require manual selection (e.g. via a polygon). The accuracies of the fit are directly provided as 958 
standard errors of the fitted offsets. In addition, the mean, median, STD, and RMSE of the elevation 959 
differences (vertical component) is calculated and should be reported with the dataset. Whereas the 960 
horizontal offset should be applied in any case, consideration of the vertical offset should be carefully 961 
checked before it is applied to the difference DEM. In particular when DEMs of different source 962 
(microwave and optical), spatial resolution or geodetic projection are compared. It is also possible that 963 
elevation differences have a non-constant shift that is not easily corrected with a mean value but can 964 
be estimated with a trend surface (e.g. Bolch et al., 2008). 965 
 966 
5.2.2 ICESat reference data and vector sum 967 
In the case ICESat data are available for the study site they can be used in two different ways. First, 968 
elevation differences of the source DEMs can be calculated along the ICESat track considering the 969 
side impacts described above (time of the year, radar penetration, cell size, stable terrain). This will 970 
give accuracy (mean difference) and precision (STD) of the source DEMs that can be considered in 971 
the error budget. Secondly, the elevation values from ICESat can also be used in the co-registration 972 
process with each of the two DEMs. Ideally, the sum of the three horizontal shift vectors as well as of 973 
the vertical offsets is zero. Practically, this will not exactly be the case and a residual offset vector and 974 
vertical shift will remain. These values should be reported as well. 975 
 976 
5.2.3 Comparison to reference data (high-quality DEM and GCPs) 977 
In the case one of the two DEMs subtracted has a much higher quality than the other (e.g. it is derived 978 
from aerial photography or laser scanning) it can be used as a reference DEM to calculate accuracy 979 
and precision of the second DEM over stable terrain. To avoid a bias related to spatial resolution, it 980 
would be required to aggregate the higher quality DEM to the cell size of the second DEM (which 981 
likely has a lower resolution). A direct comparison is also possible with ground based GCPs, but these 982 
might only seldom be available and sample size is likely much smaller than for a reference DEM. The 983 
advantage of the latter could be that the high-quality reference DEM is only available for a small 984 
region whereas the GCPs might be available over the entire study region.  985 
 986 
If the two DEMs are temporally consistent, such as the SRTM C and X-band elevation datasets, 987 
comparison can also be done over glaciers to detect any glacier-specific biases in the data (e.g., 988 
penetration of radar signals into snow/ice; e.g. Gardelle et al., 2012). This would be an important 989 
correction factor when one of the DEMs is subtracted later on in the same region from another dataset. 990 
It also provides a measure of uncertainty for the random differences. The difference DEM should also 991 
be visually examined for any internal scene biases that may exist, for example due to errors in the 992 
sensor attitude determination before processing (e.g., Surazakov and Aizen, 2006; Berthier et al., 993 
2007). Removal of such signals is necessarily sensor- and scene-specific, as it depends on the source 994 
data used for DEM generation, and cannot be universally standardized. 995 
 996 
5.2.4 LIDAR DEM differences 997 
The above methods all refer to the accuracy assessment of the source data rather than to the derived 998 
elevation changes. In rare cases it might also be possible to directly compare them over a larger period 999 
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of time as derived from high-resolution LIDAR or drone / UAV data to the changes derived from 1000 
DEM differencing (Jörg et al., 2012). Of course, the time periods analysed should be the same, but the 1001 
pattern of the changes or mean annual values per elevation band can also provide an indication of 1002 
accuracy. Over short time periods, however, one also has to carefully consider the timing (winter 1003 
snow fall and summer ablation) and glacier dynamics (e.g. emergence and submergence velocities). 1004 
They might have a considerable impact on the obtained differences and are difficult to correct. 1005 
 1006 
5.2.5 Example for the region around Kronebreen (Svalbard) 1007 
We compared three DEMs over the region surrounding Kronebreen, Northwest Svalbard, to exemplify 1008 
some of the methods applied for estimating accuracy and precision from DEM differencing. In Fig. 2, 1009 
we show elevation differences (Fig. 2a and 2b) between an aerial photogrammetric DEM from 1990, a 1010 
SPOT5 IPY-SPIRIT DEM from 2007 (Korona et al., 2009) and the recent TanDEM-X Intermediate 1011 
DEM from December 2010. Co-registration between the different DEMs was performed (measure 1012 
DEM-2), using only the stable terrain, after resampling all DEMs to a spatial resolution of 40 m using 1013 
a block averaging routine to minimize effects related to resolution (e.g., Paul, 2008; Gardelle et al., 1014 
2012). After co-registration, the mean and median bias are all less than a metre while the standard 1015 
deviations are less than about 10 m for all three comparison (Table 7). Fig 2c shows the histograms of 1016 
the elevation differences on stable terrain and on the glaciers (DEM-2), revealing the significance of 1017 
the changes over the glaciers during the 17 and 3-year periods.  1018 
 1019 
Table 7: Results of the co-registration and stable terrain statistics for the DEM differencing example 1020 
shown in Fig. 2. All mean values and standard deviations (STD) are expressed in absolute units.  1021 

 Coregistration parameters (m) Stable terrain statistics 
DEM difference dx dy dz mean median STD 

2007 (slave) - 1990 (master) -6.7 -4.95 4.17 -0.13 0.13 9.81 
2007 (slave) - 2010 (master) 2.59 -9.52 2.9 -0.05 0.04 6.35 
2010 (slave) - 1990 (master) -10.38 3.41 1.98 0.71 0.22 10.01 
2010 (slave) - 1990 (master) -10.38 3.41 1.98 0.71 0.22 10.01 
1990 (slave) - ICESat (master) 0.21 -2.24 -1.57 -1.65 -0.14 17.57 
2007 (slave) - ICESat (master) -6.99 -6.04 4.56 -0.18 0.07 8.27 
2010 (slave) - ICESat (master) -10.63 1.51 1.4 -0.03 -0.07 6.26 
Vector SUM (1990/2007/2010) -1.09 -1.16 0.71    
Vector SUM (1990/2007/ICESat) 0.5 -1.15 -1.96    
Vector SUM (1990/2010/ICESat) 0.46 -0.34 -0.99    
Vector SUM (2007/2010/ICESat) -1.05 -1.97 -0.26    

 1022 
Furthermore, we used ICESat as reference for co-registration (DEM-3) and calculated the vector sum 1023 
(triangulation) between co-registration vectors (DEM-4). They are all less than 2 m for each 1024 
combination of DEM and ICESat. These precisions are much higher than the original DEM 1025 
resolutions of 40 m and that of the 90 m ICESat footprint. The largest standard deviation between the 1026 
1990 DEM and ICESat is a result of rather limited stable terrain on the DEM resulting in a sample 1027 
size of less than 1000 points. Finally, an elevation change profile is shown along the first 25 km of 1028 
Kronebreen in Fig 2d, revealing the larger thinning rates on this glacier in the most recent 3-year 1029 
period as compared to the 17-year thinning averages since 1990.  1030 
 1031 
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 1032 
Fig. 2: Illustration of elevation differences on stable terrain and glaciers between a) 1990 and 2007 1033 
and b) 2007 and 2010 for Kronebreen in Svalbard (see Fig. 3a for location). c) Elevation difference 1034 
histograms for stable terrain and glacier ice. Subset d) shows an elevation change centreline profile 1035 
along Kronebreen for both epochs, revealing higher loss rates near the terminus in the more recent 1036 
period. 1037 
 1038 
5.3 Recommended Strategy 1039 

 1040 
Level 0 1041 
We recommend that co-registration of the two DEMs is always performed and the resulting horizontal 1042 
and vertical shifts (mean and STD) over stable ground are always reported. This is an absolute 1043 
minimum to determine whether the observed changes over glaciers are significant or not. It should 1044 
also be reported if the mean vertical shift over stable ground was applied. 1045 
 1046 
Level 1 1047 
In most glacierized regions at least some ICESat tracks also cover mountain ranges. It is thus 1048 
recommended to use this information for accuracy assessment of the two DEMs used to obtain the 1049 
elevation change over glaciers. Careful consideration of differences in spatial resolution needs to be 1050 
considered. If the number of points from ICESat is sufficiently large, a small additional effort will 1051 
reveal the co-registration offsets between all three elevation sources and the possible residual error. 1052 
This would be one step closer to the truth as otherwise compensating systematic biases in both source 1053 
DEMs can be revealed and reported. Overall, ICESat elevations can be (still) considered the best 1054 
global elevation reference frame for glacier remote sensing (Nuth and Kääb, 2011) and is thus useful 1055 
to check and potentially improve the accuracy of DEMs and derived elevation differences. 1056 
 1057 
Level 2 1058 
This measure can only be applied if one of the two DEMs has a much higher quality than the other 1059 
one or if an external DEM with superior quality (e.g. derived from airborne photogrammetry or 1060 
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LIDAR) is available. Differencing the two will provide accuracy and precision of the other (or both) 1061 
DEMs over stable terrain. The same is true for GCPs but these might be even more rarely available. 1062 
 1063 
Level 3 1064 
For some glaciers precise elevation changes from repeat aerial photogrammetry or laser scanning are 1065 
available. In the case of a temporal coincidence with the satellite-based measurements, these can be 1066 
used for validation of the latter.  1067 
 1068 
 1069 
6. Velocity 1070 
 1071 
6.1 Factors influencing product accuracy 1072 

6.1.1 External factors and source data 1073 
Glacier surface conditions, structure and terrain complexity all have a direct impact on the quality of 1074 
image correlations. Generally, cross-correlation algorithms perform best when distinctive intensity 1075 
features are present for tracking with regard to the size of the applied matching kernel and the spatial 1076 
resolution of the satellite images. As with DEM generation, for optical imagery the presence of snow 1077 
or clouds reduce precision. In addition, illumination conditions on the ground can complicate the 1078 
matching process of optical images, in particular in areas where there is little to no visual contrast or 1079 
sensor saturation (e.g., shadow, fresh snow, or the accumulation areas of many glaciers), features that 1080 
are self-similar (e.g., seracs or ogives), or contrast that defines only one offset dimension (e.g., 1081 
longitudinal moraines or flow strips with no variations in contrast). Many of these issues have been 1082 
reduced with the transition to 12-bit radiometric resolution in the recent Landsat-8 OLI and Sentinel-2 1083 
MSI instruments (Kääb et al., 2016). SAR sensors are sensitive to snow and ice conditions on the 1084 
glacier surface, in particular to the presence of liquid water, which can significantly reduce the quality 1085 
of the results. 1086 
 1087 
Vertical error components in the DEMs used for orthoprojection of optical and SAR images translate 1088 
to horizontal displacement errors. This effect is typically negligible when utilizing data from the same 1089 
track but if data from different orbits are used, horizontal displacements on stable ground will be 1090 
visible (Kääb et al, 2016). Because DEM errors that propagated into the orthorectified images are not 1091 
analytical in nature, they cannot be corrected or removed. However, displacements for stable ground 1092 
provide an estimate for the overall effect of these errors, at least when disregarding surface elevation 1093 
changes, radar penetration and the often existing temporal mismatch between DEM and image 1094 
acquisition. Systematic errors in the provided or modelled sensor attitude angles (i.e., jitter) lead to 1095 
corresponding patterns in displacements calculated from optical data. Depending on their nature, and 1096 
provided that many well-distributed off-glacier offsets are available, they could be statistically 1097 
modelled, and on-glacier displacements could be corrected (e.g., Scherler et al., 2008; Nuth and Kääb, 1098 
2011). SAR sensors, on the other hand, are sensitive to ionospheric scintillations, causing shifts in 1099 
azimuthal position (“azimuthal streaking”, Strozzi et al., 2004; Nagler et al., 2015). They are 1100 
especially visible in SAR images of high latitudes and depend on solar activity. The streaks are visible 1101 
in azimuthal offset maps and can be reduced by high-pass filters along the range direction (Wegmüller 1102 
et al., 2006). The wavelength employed by the radar sensor has a large impact on ionospheric 1103 
artefacts, which are typically larger at lower frequencies. 1104 
 1105 
It should also be noted that cross-correlation algorithms provide displacement estimations for the time 1106 
period between image acquisitions. Thus, the derived velocities represent the mean value over the 1107 
observation period and cannot account for short-term velocity variations between the image 1108 
acquisition dates. This fact is particularly important when time series of glacier velocities are 1109 
analysed.  1110 
 1111 
6.1.2 Algorithm application  1112 
In the implementation of the normalized cross-correlation algorithm, the choice of the matching 1113 
window size and the oversampling factor have a direct consequence on the precision of the estimates, 1114 
as well as the computational time required. The choice of the matching window size will also depend 1115 
on the target being observed and on the spatial resolution of the source data (Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 1116 
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2012). For SAR sensors, estimates using very large window sizes (e.g., 512 x 512 pixels) are 1117 
generally more precise for large structures, but are not applicable to small (e.g., < 500 m width) 1118 
glaciers, nor do they provide information in shear zones (Strozzi et al., 2002; Paul et al., 2015). This 1119 
drawback can be overcome by using iterative algorithms with a variable matching window size 1120 
(Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2012; Nagler et al., 2015; Euillades et al., 2016). For optical sensors, these 1121 
window sizes are typically 10-30 pixels wide, and in general, larger window sizes produce better 1122 
accuracy for large structures, though the same drawback applies. Thus, a necessary trade-off exists 1123 
and must be considered in the implementation of the algorithm (Debella-Gilo and Kääb, 2012). The 1124 
implementation of the cross-correlation algorithm (that is, the choice of window sizes used) has a 1125 
direct impact on the noise levels, and therefore the accuracy, in the resulting displacement estimates.  1126 
 1127 
When working with SAR images, apparent offsets between two images are a result of the different 1128 
orbit configurations of the two images, stereo offsets, ionospheric effects, noise, and the actual surface 1129 
displacement between the image acquisition times. To accurately determine the displacement of the 1130 
surface, then, all of the other contributions to the offsets must be carefully characterised and removed. 1131 
Orbital offsets are determined by fitting a bilinear polynomial function to offset fields computed 1132 
globally from the SAR images, assuming no displacement in most of the image. Stereo offsets are 1133 
relevant for the range-offset field, and depend on the height of the target, the baseline between the two 1134 
satellite orbits, the height of the satellites above the Earth’s surface, and the incidence angle of the 1135 
satellite. Stereo offsets can be avoided by co-registering the two SAR images with topography 1136 
considered, which necessarily requires an accurate DEM. Ionospheric contributions are discussed in 1137 
section 6.1.1, noise removal will be handled in section 6.1.3. Residual errors on stable ground are 1138 
used to inspect the results against systematic residual offsets. 1139 
 1140 
6.1.3 Post processing and editing 1141 
Filtering the results of the matching outcomes is a critical processing step. A trade-off is necessary at 1142 
this stage, as well, in terms of the number of estimates versus confidence level, or the number of 1143 
mismatches kept and correct matches discarded as a result of the filtering process. This filtering step 1144 
can be implemented by using a simple threshold of the signal-to-noise ratio or correlation coefficient, 1145 
by iteratively discarding matches based on the angle and size of displacement vectors in the 1146 
surrounding area (e.g., Burgess et al., 2012), by using high- or low-pass filters on the resulting 1147 
displacement fields, or through some combination of these approaches (Paul et al., 2015). In image 1148 
series of higher temporal resolution, triplet matches can be performed over all three pair combinations 1149 
in three images and the results be triangulated to indicate inconsistent measurements and thus outliers 1150 
(Kääb et al., 2016).  1151 
 1152 
6.2 Accuracy determination 1153 

Validation of glacier displacements measured from spaceborne sensors compared to ground-based 1154 
data is inherently difficult. This difficulty arises from the following main sources:  1155 

• Coincident observation: As a consequence of highly-variable sub-glacial hydrology, glacier 1156 
surface velocities are variable temporally, with diurnal, seasonal, and interannual cycles (e.g. 1157 
Vieli et al., 2004; Allstadt et al., 2015). Therefore, comparisons should be done between 1158 
coincidently acquired data sets.  1159 

• Spatial scale: Measuring glacier displacements from satellite images requires the comparison 1160 
of image windows. As such, the motion estimated results from motion of large areas of 1161 
features, and is not necessarily representative of the motion of individual features or points. 1162 
This representativeness is furthermore not a strict analytical function of the real displacement 1163 
field, but a statistical relation of it, its gradients, image features and contrast, as well as the 1164 
tracking algorithm and its implementation. Thus, direct comparison to point measurements 1165 
such as GPS displacements are suitable for areas with homogeneous velocity fields, but are 1166 
not necessarily straightforward in shearing zones or regions with significant spatial velocity 1167 
variations such as calving fronts. 1168 

• Different velocity components: In-situ surface ice velocity is measured by GPS at stakes, 1169 
representing the 3D displacement of the surface due to several processes (horizontal, 1170 
displacement, ablation, movement along slope, etc.). From space, cross-correlation techniques 1171 
using optical images determine the horizontal displacement at the surface while SAR images 1172 
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measure Line-Of-Sight (LOS) and along-track displacement. To validate or compare products 1173 
from these different methods requires first transforming measurements to the same velocity 1174 
component. 1175 

 1176 
The accuracy of the ice surface velocity products can be characterized using internal methods as well 1177 
as, if available, external validation data. In the absence of suitable ground-based data for comparison, 1178 
uncertainties in velocity-based products can and should be characterized based on internal measures. If 1179 
suitable reference data exist, accuracy or bias of ice surface velocity data can be estimated with field 1180 
measurements and independent images, respectively. For practical purposes, we suggest the tiered 1181 
system of levels as summarized in Table 8 and section 6.3. 1182 
 1183 
Table 8: Overview of the possibilities to determine the accuracy and precision of glacier velocity 1184 
products. 1185 
Nr. Name Level Application Measures Section 

IV-1 Overlay of outlines, spatial 
consistency of flow field 

L0 Visualization, outlier detection Descriptive 6.2.1 

IV-2 CC/SNR L1A Quality map of correlation coefficients 
and/or signal-to-noise ratio values 

Coefficient 6.2.2 

IV-3 Stable ground velocities L1B Statistical measures Mean, STD 6.2.3 
IV-4 Consistency of time series  L2A Analysis of time series of ice velocity 

at profiles and points 
Mean, STD 
Trends 

6.2.4 

IV-5 Comparison to higher reso-
lution data (different sensors) 

L2B Bias with very-high resolution 
reference images 

Mean, STD 6.2.5 

IV-6 In-situ data (dGPS) L3 Validation with temporally and 
spatially coincident ground-truth 

Mean, STD 6.2.6 

 1186 
 1187 
6.2.1 Overlay of outlines and outlier detection 1188 
The computed surface velocity maps can be visually inspected with overlaid glacier outlines by (i) 1189 
evaluating the spatial consistency of ice flow patterns regarding both direction and magnitude, (ii) 1190 
checking for outliers remaining after filtering, (iii) checking for unnatural patterns in the displacement 1191 
field considering that ice flow is in a (roughly) downslope direction. Though subjective, these 1192 
qualitative checks rely on basic physical principles, such as the incompressibility of ice or glacier flow 1193 
under gravity, and should be done as a final step before validation. 1194 
 1195 
The physical properties of glacier ice, such as incompressibility and transfer of stresses, combined 1196 
with the low spatial variation in gravity that drives glacier flow means that glacier velocities tend to 1197 
be relatively smooth and coherent. As a result, different frequencies of the velocity field can be 1198 
compared, and results that differ too much from expected low-frequency values can be discarded. The 1199 
qualitative (visual) check of the spatial coherence of the flow field allows application of a quantitative 1200 
measure (a filter) to remove related outliers (e.g. Skvarca et al., 2003). This typically gives good 1201 
results, but it fails entirely where entire zones of measurement are inaccurate, or where a glacier has 1202 
high local velocity gradients.  1203 
 1204 
6.2.2 Matching quality measures 1205 
Most algorithms will either provide directly, or with some additional processing, quantities to 1206 
describe the degree of similarity between the matching image windows; typically these are either the 1207 
correlation coefficient (CC) or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). These parameters provide an indication for 1208 
the reliability of an individual match, though this measure is not strict: bad matches may still reflect 1209 
the true displacement, and matches with a high score may not. Thus, this measure should not be used 1210 
on its own for validation. 1211 
 1212 
6.2.3 Stable ground 1213 
Stable ground in the images can be matched to give a good indication for the overall co-registration of 1214 
the two images, and some general idea of the matching accuracy under the specific image conditions. 1215 
The representativeness depends on the image content similarity between the stable ground and the 1216 
glacier areas. Additionally, as a side quality indicator, the percentage of successful matches over ice 1217 
can be provided. The above triplet matching and subsequent triangulation of displacement vectors 1218 
includes the idea of independent matches into the post-processing step. 1219 
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 1220 
6.2.4 Consistency of velocity time series 1221 
This test is suitable for glaciers with systematic acquisition of time series of satellite images. 1222 
Especially, since the launch of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 in 2014 and 2015 and the systematic 1223 
acquisition planning and short repeat observation intervals over many mountain regions the test 1224 
becomes increasingly useful. For example, Sentinel-1 A/B provides a 6-day repeat interval. The test 1225 
assumes that over short time intervals the ice velocity of most glaciers is stable or shows trends over 1226 
several observation cycles. The test can be applied at selected regions of the glaciers with 1227 
homogenous velocity providing the temporal mean and standard deviation, and temporal trend of the 1228 
velocity, or the velocity along selected profiles (e.g. central flow line). 1229 
 1230 
6.2.5 Comparison to higher resolution data 1231 
Satellite-derived displacements can be compared to products derived from independent image data 1232 
when available. That is, they can be compared to measurements derived from data of equal or better 1233 
resolution, accuracy, and precision. The discrepancy between the products is then a function of the 1234 
accuracy of both matches, the co-registration between the two sets of images (that is, their relative 1235 
geocoding), the representativeness of the displacement compared to the “true” displacement, and the 1236 
temporal variations between the acquisition dates of the two sets of images. The above triplet 1237 
matching and subsequent triangulation of displacement vectors includes the idea of independent 1238 
matches into the post-processing step. 1239 
 1240 
6.2.6 Comparison to field measurements 1241 
Satellite-derived displacements can be compared to field measurements, provided that the above-1242 
described considerations about temporal and spatial consistency are taken into account. Though these 1243 
field-based measurements tend to be very precise, the temporal and spatial representativeness of these 1244 
measurements as compared to the satellite-derived measurements will vary and is not strictly known. 1245 
 1246 
6.2.7 Examples for Kronebreen (Svalbard) 1247 
In Fig. 3 we show various examples of uncertainty assessments for the glacier Kronebreen in Svalbard 1248 
(Luckman et al., 2015; Schellenberger et al., 2015). Figure 3a illustrates its location using a mosaic of 1249 
velocities derived from Sentinel 1 images in 2015/16. Dark red to violet colours show currently 1250 
rapidly moving glaciers. In Figure 3b a dense time series of flow velocities along the central flow line 1251 
of Kronebreen is shown starting at the top of the glacier. The very limited variability along large parts 1252 
of the flow line reveal that measurements are consistent and vary only slightly. Towards the terminus 1253 
the variability increases, showing an increasing trend towards summer. Figures 3c and 3e show flow 1254 
velocities from Sentinel 1 and 2 along with correlation coefficient of the matching in d) and f), 1255 
respectively. Both images (Fig. 3c and e) depict the high velocities near the terminus and agree in the 1256 
derived value of about 3 m day-1. However, due to the large estimation window used for Sentinel 1 1257 
values at the calving front are underestimated. The correlation coefficients over the glacier are very 1258 
high for Sentinel 2 apart from a region with a small cloud and topographic shadow (Fig. 3d). The 1259 
radar image is more consistent in this regard apart from regions in radar shadow, but the correlation 1260 
coefficient is generally larger over steep terrain.  1261 
 1262 
First results of a survey using two ground based radar interferometers (measures IV-5 and 6) acquired 1263 
over a period of three hours on August 27, 2016 are depicted in Fig. 3g. They are thus obtained within 1264 
the period used for satellite data retrieval and reveal a good match with the velocity pattern seen in 1265 
Fig. 3c, even close to the calving front. Maximum values of 3 m d-1 are found at the same location. 1266 
The stable ground measure (IV-3) revealed flow velocities of 1.2 ±0.85 m day-1 for Sentinel 2 and 1267 
0.05 ±0.11 m day-1 for Sentinel 1 over ice-free terrain. The interested reader can find a much more 1268 
comprehensive analysis of the flow velocities for Kronebreen using higher resolution images from 1269 
Radarsat and TerraSAR-X in the study by Schellenberger et al. (2015). 1270 
 1271 
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 1272 
Fig. 3: Illustration of four methods used to determine accuracy for glacier velocity. a) Location of the 1273 
study glacier (Kronebreen) in Svalbard, the darker line shows the profile depicted in b). b) Multi-1274 
temporal analysis of the flow velocities along the central flow line shown in a). c) Colour-coded flow 1275 
velocities derived from a Sentinel 2 image pair acquired on 22.8. and 1.9. 2016. d) Colour-coded 1276 
correlation coefficients for the image pair in c). e) As c) but with Sentinel 1 images acquired on 20.8. 1277 
and 1.9. 2016. f) as d) but for e). g) Ground based determination of flow velocities obtained on 27.8. 1278 
2016 over three hours using the Gamma Portable Radar Interferometer (GPRI). Maximum velocities 1279 
(red) are up to 3 m / day. All glacier outlines are from the RGI 5.0 (glims.org/RGI). 1280 
 1281 
6.3 Recommended Strategy 1282 

Level 0 1283 
Overlay of outlines: A map of the results and a comment from an experienced operator based on 1284 
visual inspection of the resulting displacement field (i.e., whether the derived flow field is consistent, 1285 
whether sensor effects are apparent, whether artefacts (e.g. jitter or ionosphere) are present, etc.) is 1286 
important for a first order quality assessment. 1287 
 1288 
Level 1 1289 
(A) Matching CC or SNR: A map of correlation coefficients and/or signal to noise ratio values 1290 
should be provided, to have an estimate of the strength of the matches behind each displacement. As 1291 
noted previously, however, this is not suitable on its own to determine accuracy, as strong matches 1292 
can still give erroneous displacements (and vice-versa). 1293 
 1294 
(B) Retrieval over stable ground 1295 
Statistical measurements (i.e., mean or median and standard deviation or RMSE) of the matches over 1296 
stable ground should be included in the accuracy assessment. As a further quality indicator the 1297 
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percentage of successful matches over ice can be also provided. 1298 
 1299 
Level 2 1300 
(A) Analysis of ice velocity times series and consistency 1301 
This test is suitable for regions with a systematic acquisition of satellite images (Sentinel-1/2, Landsat 1302 
8). The test assumes that over short time intervals the ice velocity of most glaciers is stable or shows 1303 
trends over several observation cycles and can thus be applied to regions with homogenous velocity. 1304 
The test provides the temporal mean and standard deviation of velocity, its the temporal trend, or 1305 
along selected profiles (e.g. a centre line). 1306 
 1307 
(B) Comparison of different sensors 1308 
If temporally consistent, higher-resolution images are available, the internal accuracy measurements 1309 
described above can be supplemented with the deviation between the two displacement maps for the 1310 
vector magnitude and direction or the vector easting, northing and vertical components. A summary of 1311 
these deviations can be expressed by the mean and standard deviation (or root-mean square error) for 1312 
the total number of coincident measurements. 1313 
 1314 
Level 3 1315 
Validation with in-situ velocity measurements 1316 
If temporally consistent ground-based measurements of displacement are available, the deviation 1317 
between product-type displacements and validation displacements gives product accuracy. A summary 1318 
of these deviations can be expressed by the mean and standard deviation (or root-mean square error) 1319 
for the total number of in-situ data with corresponding EO observations. 1320 
 1321 
 1322 
7. Discussion 1323 
 1324 
We have presented methods to determine accuracy and precision of glacier area (Section 3), elevation 1325 
change (Sections 4 & 5) and velocity (section 6) products based on the experiences gained in 1326 
Glaciers_cci and earlier studies. We have not provided an explicit review of the literature presenting 1327 
measures that have been applied so far, but included them in the list of measures to some extent. Due 1328 
to the lack of consistency in applying any of the measures, we have also used a more generalized style 1329 
of describing them here. Rather than providing explicit equations and theory on error propagation, we 1330 
focus here on key issues that we think are practically relevant. In our opinion at least precision can be 1331 
derived for all products from very basic and easy to apply internal measures (i.e. not requiring any 1332 
additional data and sometimes automatically generated within the processing line) and should thus be 1333 
reported in any publication and metadata. Accuracy is often more difficult to obtain as appropriate 1334 
reference data are either not available or the workload to create them is high. Accordingly, we suggest 1335 
also some intermediate possibilities to determine at least a realistic precision and relative accuracy 1336 
measures with reduced workload (e.g. the proposed multiple digitizing of glacier outlines).  1337 
 1338 
Based on the various levels of complexity and workload, we have suggested for all products a tiered 1339 
list of measures to guide analysts through the possibilities. We think that applying and providing the 1340 
Level 0 assessments is mandatory and results from the measures at Level 1 should be provided 1341 
whenever possible. The Level 2 measures already require a substantial additional workload but they 1342 
are still based on internal calculations, i.e. they do not require external validation data. They often 1343 
provide a more realistic measure of product precision than the measures at Level 0 and 1 and can thus 1344 
be well used to determine the significance of a change. Real validation, however, can only be obtained 1345 
with the measures at Level 3 that consider a comparison with appropriate reference data. The specific 1346 
challenge here is not only to obtain such data, but then also to exclude all effects related to the higher 1347 
quality (and spatial resolution) of the data, as these might result in specific biases. A prominent 1348 
example is the comparison to a higher resolution DEM for DEM validation without considering the 1349 
effects introduced by topography and cell size (e.g. Paul, 2008) or radar penetration (Gardelle et al., 1350 
2012). The Level 4 measures are already related to modelling the impact of the uncertainties and a 1351 
direct comparison to changes obtained with high quality data. 1352 
 1353 
We are aware that there are several further factors influencing product accuracy that are not discussed 1354 
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here. In general, their impact on accuracy is rather small and/or requires investigations that are beyond 1355 
the scope of this overview. One example is the use of the metric but non-area conservative UTM 1356 
projection to determine glacier area. Whereas values are largely correct within one zone, they change 1357 
by a few per cent when determined after re-projection to a neighbouring UTM zone. It is thus required 1358 
to either determine glacier area in its original UTM projection or use a area conservative projection 1359 
when data are merged across two or more UTM zones. Other examples are the correction of spatial 1360 
trends in elevation change, consideration of instrument jitter when calculating glacier volume changes 1361 
from DEM differencing (Girod et al., 2016), or dealing with pixel shifts when processing descending 1362 
and ascending orbits to estimate flow velocities. Uncertainty in the acquisition date of the DEM (e.g. 1363 
national DEMs or the ASTER GDEM2) is also a factor directly impacting on the accuracy of the 1364 
derived elevation change rate or the modification of the glacier outline when an inappropriate DEM is 1365 
used for orthorectification of the related satellite data. This is not only related to effects of coarse 1366 
resolution (e.g. using a 90 m DEM to orthorectify 10 m satellite data), but also to the date of the DEM 1367 
in relation to the image. In particular glaciers might show strong changes in elevation and extent over 1368 
a decadal period giving rise to uncertainty when a DEM from 2000 (SRTM) is used to correct satellite 1369 
scenes from 2015 (e.g. Landsat 8) over glaciers (Kääb et al., 2016). Investigating such issues in more 1370 
detail might be of interest for subsequent studies. 1371 
 1372 
8. Conclusions 1373 
 1374 
We have presented an overview of measures to determine accuracy and precision of glacier area, 1375 
elevation change and velocity products derived from satellite data. For all products we identified 1376 
possibilities to estimate precision using internal methods (e.g. elevation changes or flow velocities 1377 
over stable ground), more laborious ones requiring extra effort (e.g. multiple manual digitization of 1378 
glacier outlines), and those using reference data to also determine accuracy. A tiered list of 1379 
recommendations (reflecting increasing efforts) is provided for each product to check which measures 1380 
can be applied for a given dataset and reported. We recommend always applying and reporting the 1381 
measures classified at Level 0 and 1, and consider the Level 2 measures when more realistic values of 1382 
precision (uncertainty) should be obtained. The Level 3 measures require (hard to get) reference data 1383 
and provide an assessment of product accuracy. For a clear result it is important to carefully remove 1384 
potential biases between the two datasets that might for example be introduced by different spatial 1385 
resolution. So far, this has rarely been done. 1386 
 1387 
The results for our product examples show a general trend of reduced uncertainty (higher precision) 1388 
when the more laborious, higher level measures are applied. As they might also be more realistic in 1389 
regard to the dataset under consideration, they are worth the extra effort. We have not investigated 1390 
here very subtle impacts on product accuracy (e.g. area in UTM projection) as well as very gross ones 1391 
(e.g. removing attached snow fields) as they have not been investigated before or are very difficult to 1392 
quantify. But in general we can recommend that products requiring strong interactions / editing by an 1393 
analyst (such as glacier outlines) should not be used for change assessment using datasets from 1394 
different analysts. Their differences in interpretation will always result in differences that can be much 1395 
larger than the real changes and much higher than all uncertainties. Apart from the possibilities to 1396 
provide quantitative numbers on product precision (and maybe accuracy), it is recommended to not 1397 
forget the simplest measures (overlay of outlines or velocity vectors, visual inspection) to detect gross 1398 
errors and check if results are reasonable. 1399 
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